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Introduction 

The highway network in Gloucester County, like in many of the other counties in the 

region, was developed in a radial orientation towards Camden and Philadelphia. These spoke

like highways offer many options for north-south travel through Gloucester County and played 

a large part in the development patterns of the county. The major deficiency of this network, 

however, has been the lack of adequate facilities to accommodate east-west travel across the 

county. Because of the County's projected high growth rates for population and employment, 

the county will see an increasing need to facilitate east-west travel. In the Summer of 1994, the 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (DVRPC) was asked by Gloucester County to 

review the east-west traffic patterns in the corridor between the Commodore Barry Bridge and 

NJ 55 and identify a combination of state, county or municipal roads, which with moderate 

improvements, could function as an integrated network to increase east-west mobility. During 

that effort, it became apparent that input from the public would be beneficial in understanding 

the problems and developing potential solutions. 

This realization stemmed from the community reaction to proposals by the New Jersey 

Turnpike Authority to construct a limited access facility across Gloucester County and prompted 

New Jersey DOT, the Gloucester County Freeholders and County Planning Department to 

request that DVRPC include a public outreach initiative in the ongoing East-West Corridor 

Study. Through this initiative, New Jersey DOT, the County and DVRPC formed a partnership 

to work with representatives of the Gloucester County Mayors Association in order to reach out 

to the general public and municipal officials to identify traffic problems generated by the 

continuing growth in the area as well as the recreational traffic which has traditionally used this 

corridor to reach the South Jersey Shore. Because of the sensitive nature of transportation 

improvement recommendations within the study area, it was imperative that the local 

communities were brought into the process and were able to contribute toward the solutions. 

Previous experience demonstrates how quickly the local citizens can be mobilized in response 

to transportation infrastructure proposals in this area. The development of a public participation 

process led to locally generated problem identification and suggested improvement strategies. 
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The purpose of this report is to document: 1) the public participation process utilized, 

2) the improvement strategies suggested by the general public and municipal officials, 3) to 

indicate the level of support for each of those strategies and 4) to identify a set of actions which 

should be considered as the next steps toward defining the appropriate improvements for the 

corridor. This report is being prepared for New Jersey DOT and Gloucester County for their 

use when preparing capital improvement plans for this corridor. 
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Executive Summary - Recommended Actions 

This section of the report will identify those actions needed to keep the momentum 

moving towards developing a capital improvement plan for this corridor. The public outreach 

effort was aimed at understanding the problems faced by the residents of this corridor and 

assessing the level of support for various suggested improvements. Local officials now have an 

opportunity to use this document as a vehicle to formulate an improvement plan for this corridor. 

It is important that any improvements identified have the support of the local municipalities. 

The actions listed below should be considered the next steps towards defming the specific 

improvement recommendations, conducting technical analyses where necessary and advancing 

the appropriate improvements to implementation. A specific long range plan of improvements 

will not be presented here. 

In addition to the actions presented here, DVRPC is working with Gloucester County, 

as mentioned earlier, to develop a set of smaller scale improvements to the existing roadway 

network which will improve east-west mobility in the corridor between the Commodore Barry 

Bridge and NJ 55. These improvements will be presented in a report titled Gloucester County 

East-West Corridor Traffic Study. 

Through this public participation process as well as in response to previous plans for a 

New Jersey Turnpike Connector, the majority of citizens and elected officials made it clear that 

they did not want a new highway built on a new alignment across the county. Neither a limited 

access toll road nor a freeway would be embraced by the residents of this corridor. Therefore, 

this study does not recommend that a new east-west highway be constructed across Gloucester 

County. 

Because of conflicting interests within the corridor and often within municipalities, no 

single strategy has risen to the forefront as the clear favorite through this public outreach 

process. Even the do-nothing strategy had some support. However, based on the responses to 
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the opinion survey of the suggested improvement strategies, the questionnaire and the testimony 

at the public meetings, it was possible to identify a level of support for each strategy. The 

following actions appear to be the most widely accepted and beneficial to the corridor. 

A. Reconstruct Horizontal Curve on US 322 East of 1-295 - The existing alignment of the 

roadway includes a sharp curve which has been the site of numerous accidents. The north side 

of the road is currently undeveloped and owners of the industrial park on the south side have 

agreed to work with NJ DOT to facilitate this improvement. NJ DOT should complete this 

improvement. 

B. Pursue Operational and Safety Improvements Along US 322 - These are short term 

improvements which can provide operational and safety benefits as well as increase the 

efficiency of the existing infrastructure and produce some congestion relief along the corridor. 

Many of the public comments indicated a desire to fix-up the problems on the existing road 

system. Locally acceptable improvement recommendations should be developed jointly by the 

municipalities, the county and NJ DOT. These public comments are consistent with current 

federal guidelines which discourage the construction of major new highways or major widenings 

to solve traffic congestion problems. The emphasis now is to make the existing transportation 

system operate as efficiently as possible. This means using a mix of strategies such as traffic 

engineering and operational improvements where appropriate. A number of operational and/or 

safety issues were identified by the public or municipal officials at the public meetings and NJ 

DOT has agreed to address the following issues: 

• overhead signing at US 130 and US 322 

• street lighting east of US 130 where US 322 narrows from four lanes to two lanes 

• signing at the Conrail Bridge east of US 130 

• liquor store access and median breaks east of 1-295 

• warning signing in the vicinity of the curve east of 1-295 

• remove 50 MPH speed sign in the eastbound direction between 1-295 and the curve 

• signal operation at the Commodore 295 Industrial Park 
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• signal operation at US 322 and NJ 45 intersection 

• "No Tum On Red" signing at US 322 and NJ 45 intersection 

• pedestrian crosswalks on Main Street in Mullica Hill 

• repositioning stop sign at Mill Road(US 322) and Church Road in Mullica Hill 

• signal progression in Richwood 

• speed limits along US 322 

• installation of raised pavement markings 

• passing zones 

• US 322 and CR 538 

o relocate signal standard 

o repair shoulders 

o investigate channelization, restriping for left tum lanes 

o obtain count data 

• US 322 and CR 551 

o review signal operation 

o investigate channelization, restriping for left tum lanes 

o obtain count data 

• US 322 and NJ Turnpike Entrance 

o investigate channelization, restriping for westbound left tum lane 

o obtain count data 

c. Construct Missing Movement Ramps at NJ 42 and 1-295 - This improvement was 

recognized during the public participation process as having potential benefits for the US 322 

corridor. New Jersey DOT is actively working on this project. In addition to other benefits, 

the construction of these ramps is expected to remove some traffic from the east-west corridor 

D. Spread Traffic Among Existing Facilities While Considering Local Sensitivities - The 

existing roadway network provides options, both inside and outside the corridor, for east-west 

travel across the corridor . Available options could be identified at any given time through the 
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use of variable message signs. Each option has something to offer in terms of serVing east-west 

travel but also has its own limitations. These limitations (ability to serve the need, safety, local 

opposition, etc) must be addressed before a facility is promoted as an alternative. If the missing 

ramps between 1-295 and NJ 42 were constructed, this route would be an excellent option for 

east-west travel across the county for traffic to/from Atlantic County. However, its limitation 

is the ability to serve the needs of traffic to/from Cape May County. CR 538 has potential to 

be an option for east-west travel but also has some limitations. Residents and elected officials 

of South Harrison Township have expressed opposition to any measures which would increase 

east-west traffic on CR 538. 

E. Use Intelligent Transportation Systems QTS) Technologies - These technologies increase 

the effectiveness of a transportation system without adding new capacity. ITS includes using 

changeable message signs, highway advisory radio and closed circuit TV among others to get 

real time traffic information to motorists so they can make the most informed choice about the 

best route to take. Strategically placed closed circuit TV cameras could monitor traffic flow on 

area highways; appropriate messages concerning alternate routes could be sent to changeable 

message signs positioned at the base of the Commodore Barry Bridge and real-time traffic 

information could be broadcast over highway advisory radio. 

F. Add New Capacity Where Necessary - In some instances, traffic engineering 

improvements to the existing system may not be sufficient and it may be appropriate to add new 

capacity to US 322. Examples of new capacity include: major intersection widening, localized 

roadway widening, major roadway widening or bypasses. DVRPC's Fiscal Year 1997 - 2001 

Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) provides an opportunity to implement capacity 

improvements along US 322. The TIP includes a project to do the preliminary design for 

improvements on US 322 between US 130 to NJ 45. The limits of this project should be 

extended eastward to NJ 55. The specific improvements have not been identified yet and should 

be developed in conjunction with and supported by affected municipalities. This project, funded 
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by New Jersey DOT, is programmed for FY 97 and provides local municipalities with a chance 

to work together with NJ DOT towards implementing improvements along US 322. 

G. Continue to Provide Qru>ortunities for Public Input - The local residents and elected 

officials should be continuously involved in the improvement process. The Gloucester County 

Mayor's Association could play this important role by establishing and strengthening the 

Transportation Task Force to keep the public informed about the status of issues facing the east

west corridor. As NJ DOT and Gloucester County develop improvement recommendations, they 

should be presented to the public for their review. Adoption of resolutions of support by local 

officials is recommended to show NJ DOT and the County their acceptance of improvements. 

H. Develop Coordinated Multi-Jurisdictional Circulation Plans (especially west of NJ 55) -

Neighboring municipalities should work together to develop local circulation plans. This 

improves mobility for local residents and can help reduce congestion on major roads. 

Developments in one municipality can have spillover effects into other municipalities. A 

coordinated approach towards addressing local mobility can ease some of these effects and 

reduce congestion. 
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Data Collection 

The effort initiated by Gloucester County and DVRPC in 1994 included a comprehensive 

data collection phase. Information was obtained on summer and non-summer traffic counts, 

physical description of the road network in the corridor, intersection controls, cultural features 

and peak period congestion locations. After the traffic counts had been completed, inquiries 

were made about the make-up of the traffic (in-state vs. out-of-state vehicles) and why they 

chose the route that they took. It was determined that a license plate survey and a travel time 

survey would be helpful in answering these questions and could prove useful in developing 

improvement plans. 

License Plate Survey 

The intent of this survey was to identify the mix of traffic travelling through the corridor; 

vehicles registered in New Jersey vs. vehicles registered in a state other than New Jersey. 

Although it is entirely possible that out-of-state vehicles have destinations within the corridor for 

personal, shopping or business trips, they are largely perceived by the community as outsiders 

passing through the corridor primarily to get to the shore. These out-of-state vehicles are 

generally seen as the cause of most of the traffic problems. 

There is a distinct seasonal influence on the traffic volumes in this corridor and within 

the seasonal influence there is a directional element which results in heavy volumes eastbound 

on Friday evenings and westbound on Sunday evenings in the summer. This occurrence of 

heavy traffic figured significantly in selecting the times and locations for the survey. The traffic 

was sampled during a period when the traffic problems are most evident: eastbound traffic on 

a Friday evening in August. This survey is not a representative sample of all the traffic in the 

corridor but provides a limited sample of data during a worst case scenario. Five sites were 
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selected in the corridor. Four sites were along US 322 to observe the change in out-of-state vs 

in-state vehicles travelling through the corridor. The fifth site, on CR 538, recorded the mix 

of traffic on another east-west road in the study area. The location of these sites are displayed 

on Figure 1. 

TABLE 1 

License Plate Survey 

No. LOCATION No. No. % % Total No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

In-State Out of State In-State Out of State 

US 322 west of CR 551 490 1,602 23.6% 76.4% 2,092 

US 322INJ 45 south of 1,678 1,658 50.3% 49.7% 3,336 

Mullica Hill Bridgeport Rd 

US 322 west of CR 609 895 1,531 36.9% 63.1% 2,426 

US 322 west of Bowe Blvd. 1,298 447 74.4% 25.6% 1,745 

CR 538 west of NJ 45 363 673 35.0% 65.0% 1,036 

TOTAL 4,724 5,911 44.5% 55.5% 10,635 

Survey stations were set up at the following locations: 1) on US 322 west of CR 551, 2) 

on US 322/NJ 45 (Main Street) south of the Mullica Hill Bridgeport Rd. and Bridgeton Pike 

intersection, 3) on US 322 west of CR 609, 4) on US 322 west of Bowe Blvd. and 5) on CR 538 

west of NJ 45. Data was collected on every vehicle that passed the survey station in the 

eastbound direction between 5:00 PM and 8:00 PM on Friday, August 11, 1995. 

Some interesting findings of this survey are presented below: 

• During the survey period, the three sites on US 322 west of NJ 55 averaged about 1,600 

out of state vehicles while the US 322 site east of NJ 55 recorded 447 out-of-state 

vehicles. It appears that approximately 70% of the out-of-state vehicles surveyed on the 

western side of the corridor were destined to NJ 55. 
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FIGURE 1 
LICENSE PLATE SURVEY LOCATIONS 
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• CR 538 carries a significant number of out-of-state vehicles during the survey period; 

almost 700 out-of-state vehicles were observed. This is 40 percent of the out-of-state 

traffic on US 322 west of NJ 55. 

• The mix of traffic on Main Street in Mullica Hill (EB US 322) during the survey period 

is equally split between in-state and out-of-state. 

Travel Time Survey 

In reviewing the road network in the corridor, it is apparent that there are other facilities 

besides US 322, both inside and outside the corridor, that could provide access to either NJ 55 

or to the Atlantic City Expressway. In order for any of these facilities to be considered an 

alternative to US 322 some additional factors should be reviewed. These include: type of 

facility., traffic volumes, congestion, adjacent land uses and travel time. A travel time survey 

was conducted as part of this study to determine the time it takes to reach destinations across 

the county using various combinations of roads. Like the license plate survey, the survey was 

conducted during a period when the traffic problems were most evident; eastbound on a Friday 

evening in August. This day was assumed to exhibit typical traffic conditions for a summer 

Friday and the weekend weather forecasts were monitored to make sure a forecast for bad 

weather did not keep traffic volumes uncharacteristically low. Nine travel routes were selected, 

all of which started at the base of the Commodore Barry Bridge. Two routes (1 and 2) 

measured the time that it took to get to the Atlantic City Expressway at Interchange 38. The 

remaining seven routes (3 through 9) recorded the time that it took to reach the interchange 

between NJ 55 and US 40. Results of the travel time survey are displayed on Figures 2 through 

10. 

A floating car method was used during the travel runs. In this method, the recording vehicle 

was to travel at the prevailing speed of the road, passing approximately as many vehicles as 

passed it. Drivers of the test vehicles were instructed to make as many runs through the 

corridor on their assigned roads as possible during the 5:00 PM to 8:00 PM time period. 
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• The most interesting finding of this survey was that although travel route 1 takes vehicles 

out around the corridor and is over eight miles longer than travel route 2, it was recorded 

to be approximately six and a half minutes faster. Travel route 1 even includes a 

circuitous connection between I-295 northbound and NJ 42 southbound because direct 

ramps to accommodate this movement do not exist. The indirect connection took 

approximately 10 and a half minutes to complete. The construction of these missing 

movement ramps could increase the time savings of travel route 1 to about 17 minutes 

over travel route 2. This savings would certainly be beneficial to those vehicles 

travelling all the way across the county to the Atlantic City Expressway and coupled with 

appropriate signing would be the most efficient route to Atlantic City. 

• Travel route 3 surveyed travel times on a route using US 322 and NJ 55 to get from the 

Commodore Barry Bridge to the NJ 55 and US 40 interchange. Routes 4 through 9 used 

a combination of state, county and municipal roads through or around the study area but 

having the same endpoints as route 3 and serving as alternatives to US 322. Routes 4 

through 8 were between three to five and a half minutes faster than route 3 (US 322 -

NJ 55). 

• The longest route and longest travel time between the Commodore Barry Bridge and the 

NJ 55 and US 40 interchange was recorded on travel route 9 which uses all freeways (I-

295, I-76, NJ 42 and NJ 55. 

• The quickest route across the county was on travel route 6 which uses CR 538 to a large 

extent. 
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FIGURE 2 
TRAVEL ROUTE 1 TIME: 41 :35 
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FIGURE 4 
TRAVEL ROUTE 3 TIME 38:52 
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FIGURE 5 
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FIGURE 6 
TRAVEL ROUTE 5 TIME 35:13 
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FIGURE? 
TRAVEL ROUTE 6 TIME 33:28 
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FIGURE 9 
TRAVEL ROUTE 8 TIME 36:06 
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FIGURE 10 
TRAVEL ROUTE 9 TIME 52:04 
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Public Participation Process 

The primary intent of this effort was to create opportunities for local officials, community 

groups and the general public to provide input on the problems associated with east west travel 

across Gloucester County, to identify potential solutions and to gauge community acceptability 

on a set of alternatives. This section of the report will document those tools used to conduct the 

public participation process. 

Transportation Task Force 

One of the first steps in the public participation process was the establishment of a task 

force to assist and guide the study team (New Jersey DOT, Gloucester County and DVRPC) in 

its outreach activities. The task force was composed of members of the Gloucester County 

Mayors Association whose municipalities are most effected by this corridor and several County 

Freeholders. The role of the Mayor's Association was to provide guidance in the development 

and implementation of the public outreach activities as well as to review the recommendations 

which resulted from the process. Members of the Mayor's Association provided vital links to 

the community, set up and hosted public meetings, encouraged the public to provide input, and 

provided insight on getting the most effective input from the public as well as identifying traffic 

problems in the corridor and suggesting potential solutions. 

Several mayors offered to hold special meetings in their municipalities to provide their 

residents with an opportunity to discuss their specific problems associated with east-west travel 

and to present potential solutions. 

Municipal Meetings 

Three municipalities elected to meet individually with the study team to discuss specific 

problems with east-west travel through their municipality. To publicize the meetings, press 

releases were prepared and distributed, announcements were sent to the local cable TV stations 

to post on their community bulletin boards and probably most effective, the mayors used word 
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of mouth within their communities. Meetings were held in Woolwich, South Harrison and 

Harrison Townships and were attended by approximately 30, 80 and 150 people respectively. 

These meetings proved to be very valuable and excellent input, both about their problems and 

about suggested improvements was provided. Summaries of each of these meetings can be found 

in Appendix A. 

The most important thing that came out of these meetings was that a matrix of suggested 

improvement strategies was developed from the meetings. All the strategies listed in the matrix 

were suggested by the municipal officials or the public at the municipal meetings. This matrix 

can be found in Table 2. 

Matrix of Suggested Improvement Strategies 

Individual comments from the municipal meetings were synthesized into generalized 

strategies for improvements to the corridor. Fourteen individual strategies were identified and 

listed in the matrix. Several themes began to unfold as comments for or against specific 

improvements continued to be repeated. A land use theme stressed growth management, access 

and setback controls or provision of local internal circulation roads. Another theme suggested 

using existing facilities to spread the traffic out specifically on CR 538, US 40 or providing the 

missing movement ramps so that 1-295 and NJ 42 could be used. Strategies calling for adding 

new capacity in the corridor, specifically widening US 322, constructing a bypass around 

Mullica Hill and building a new highway on new alignment represented another theme. 

In addition to listing the strategy on the matrix, pro's and con's associated with each 

strategy's impact on the corridor were also identified. This matrix was later used at additional 

public meetings to assess the level of support for each of the strategies. 
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--- .. _---

GWUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES • 

Strategy PrOl Con2 

A Do nothing -no expenditure of public funds -No disruption to existing -provides no relief for the corridor -local as well as thru 
land uses -does not induce additional trips into the corridor trips will continue to be effected by the congestion 

-congestion will worsen as local development increases 

B Institute growth management -prevents uncontrolled development -controls growth of -provides minor congestion relief -serves small portion of 
strategies local traffic -promotes good land use planning total trips - full effects not realized until long term 

C Initiate access and setback -improves mobility for local traffic -reduces traffic on -provides minor congestion relief -serves small portion of 
control/provide for local internal thru routes -promotes good land use planning -reduces total trips -creates new local circulation patterns -no short 
circulation congestion and improves safety at development access term impact -limited long term effect 

points 

D Provide local transit opportunities -improves mobility for local trips -serves some east-west -serves small portion of total trips -doesn't address other 
trips deficiencies -meets only partial needs of the corridor 

E Spread traffic among existing -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on -provides short term relief -increases traffic on other 
facilities by signing and intersection US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -low cost -high roads -doesn't address other deficiencies 
improvements potential for feasibility -serves majority of east-west trips 

-requires no right-of-way acquisition 

F Spread traffic among existing -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on -provides short term relief -increases traffic on other 
facilities by signing and intersection US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -less expensive roads 
improvements and upgrade network than new highway -moderate potential for feasibility 
of county roads -serves some east-west trips -requires minimal right-of-

way acquisition 

G Improve Route 538 -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on -provides short term relief -increases traffic on Route 
US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -moderate cost 538 
-moderate potential for feasibility -serves some east-west 
trips 

H Construct missing movement ramps -improves east-west traffic flow -redirects some traffic -potential feasibility problems -high cost -meets only 
at 1-295 and NJ 42 out of the corridor -reduces east-west travel time partial needs of the corridor 

-_._._------------ --- --------
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----

GLOUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES • 

Strategy PrOI 

i I Strategic intersection and -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on 

I 
operational improvements on US US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -moderate cost 
322 -moderate potential for feasibility -serves majority of 

east-west trips -requires minimal right-of-way acquisition 
-provide safety benefits 

J Construct a bypass around Mullica -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion in 
Hill Mullica Hill -reduces east-west travel time -serves 

majority of east-west trips 

K Widen US 322 and construct a -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on 
bypass around Mullica Hill US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -serves majority of 

east-west trips -decreases traffic on other roads 

L Construct a new highway on a new -improves east-west traffic flow -reduces congestion on 
alignment US 322 -reduces east-west travel time -serves majority of 

east-west trips -decreases traffic on other roads 

M Improve US 40 

N Construct east-west rail line 

* These improvement strategies have been suggested by the public and/or municipal officials 
1 Indicates a strategy's positive impact on the corridor 
2 Indicates a strategy's negative impact on the corridor 

Con2 

-provides short term relief 

-requires significant right-of-way acquisition -high cost 
-potential residential, farmland and business takings 
-potential feasibility and environmental problems 

-requires significant right-of-way acquisition -very high 
cost -potential residential, farmland and business takings 
-potential feasibility and environmental problems 

-requires significant right-of-way acquisition -extremely 
high cost -potential residential, farmland and business 
takings -potential feasibility and environmental problems 

-doesn't serve this corridor -increases congestion in towns 
along US 40 

-does not serve the needs of the corridor 
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Newsletter 

In order to keep as many elected officials and citizens as possible informed about the 

status of this effort, a project newsletter was developed and distributed. Two issues of the 

newsletter were prepared, one distributed in March and the other distributed in June. The initial 

newsletter provided background information on the purpose of the study, a notice of public 

meetings to be held, identified the study area, the partners involved in this effort, and a 

summary of some of the data that had been previously collected. The second publication 

reported on the individual municipal meetings and the matrix of suggested improvement 

strategies, announced the dates for the three additional public meetings and provided information 

on some things municipalities could do to address traffic congestion. Copies of the project 

newsletters can be found in Appendix B. 

Regional Public Meetings 

Three public meetings were scheduled across the county in order to accommodate as 

many people as possible. The intent of these meetings was to bring together elected officials 

and residents from several municipalities to work together to discuss potential improvement 

strategies for the east-west corridor. The meetings were held at Clearview Regional High 

School in Harrison Township, Kingsway Regional High School in Woolwich Township and 

Washington Township High School in Washington Township. Attendance was approximately 

45, 45 and 12 respectively. To publicize the meetings, press releases were prepared and 

distributed, announcements were sent to the local cable TV stations to post on their community 

bulletin boards and an announcement was put in the project newsletter which was distributed 

through a mailing list which contained local, county and state elected officials as well as 

interested citizens. 

In addition to meeting with the public, we also met with the Transportation Committee 

of the Chamber of Commerce of Southern New Jersey. This provided us with a business 

perspective on improvements for east-west travel through the corridor. The meeting was 

attended by l3 members of the committee. 
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The agenda for each meeting was identical and summaries of the meetings can be found 

in Appendix C. After presenting the background of the study and the findings of the previous 

data collection activities a summary of the municipal meetings was given. The matrix of 

suggested improvement strategies was reviewed and the audience was given a sheet to offer their 

opinions of each of the strategies. They were asked to mark down whether they agreed, 

disagreed or had no opinion about each of the strategies. They were also given the opportunity 

to write any specific comments regarding the strategies. This opinion survey was collected at 

the end of the meeting and the responses were tallied by DVRPC. The intent of this exercise 

was to determine the level of support for individual strategies. 

A questionnaire was distributed in which the audience was asked to identify the problems 

with east-west travel and potential opportunities for improving these cross county movements. 

The questionnaire was designed in a manner that it could be filled out and handed in at the 

meeting or taken home if the respondent needed more time and mailed back to DVRPC. A copy 

of the questionnaire can be found in Appendix D. 

The meeting was then opened for public comment. Verbal comments from this portion 

of the meeting are documented in the meeting summaries found in Appendix C. Written 

comments and other materials submitted by elected officials or residents will be made available 

to New Jersey DOT as an addendum to this document. Comments written on the opinion survey 

have been documented in Appendix E. 
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Findings 

This section of the report documents the findings of the outreach effort as they relate to 

the following three opportunities for input: 1) the opinion survey of the suggested improvement 

strategies, 2) the questionnaire and 3) testimony given at the public meetings. 

Opinion Survey 

As mentioned earlier, the audience at each public meeting was given a sheet of paper to 

offer their opinions of each of the strategies. They were asked to mark down whether they 

agreed, disagreed or had no opinion about each of the strategies. The results of this survey were 

tallied and are presented in Table 3. The results also include any sheets which were mailed back 

to DVRPC after the meetings. It is important to note that most people realized that no single 

strategy alone would solve the east-west traffic problems but that a coordinated package of 

improvements are needed. 

A total of 85 responses were collected. Respondents identified nine municipalities as 

their place of residence. Although several responses did not indicate a place of residence, they 

were counted equally in the results. The surveys came from the following municipalities: 

Harrison (35%), Woolwich (21 %), South Harrison (9%), Washington (8%), Mantua (4%), East 

Greenwich (4%), Swedesboro (2%), Logan (1 %) and unidentified (14%). 

The most one-sided response to any strategy was the overwhelming disagreement with 

a do nothing strategy (A). The rationale for this strategy was that any roadway improvements 

will induce additional traffic into the area and will bring more development as well. This view 

was not shared by many people as 87 % of the respondents disagreed with this strategy. 

The most popular strategy (1) suggested strategic' intersection and operational 

improvements on US 322. This strategy deals with improvements such as straightening the 

curve near 1-295, adding turning lanes at intersections, increasing turning radii at intersections, 

signalizing some unsignalized intersections, retiming some traffic signals, interconnecting 
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TABLE 3 

Results of Public Opinion Survey 

Strategy Agree Disagree No 

Opinion 

A Do nothing 11% 2% 

B Institute growth management strategies 78% 19% 3% 

C Initiate access and setback control/provide for 68% 18% 14% 

local internal circulation 

D Provide local transit opportunities 27% 39% 10% 

E Spread traffic among existing facilities by 24% 0% 

signing and intersection improvements 

F Spread traffic among existing facilities by 73% 25% 2% 

signing and intersection improvements and 

upgrade network of county roads 

G Improve Route 538 73% 23% 4% 

H Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and 17% 8% 

NJ 42 

I Strategic intersection and operational 15% 2% 

improvements on US 322 

J Construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 52% 43% 5% 

K Widen US 322 and construct a bypass around 44% 53% 3% 

Mullica Hill 

L Construct a new highway on a new alignment 56% 6% 

M Improve US 40 22% 62% 16% 

N Construct east-west rail line 13% 68% 19% 

Sample size - 85 responses 
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signals, increasing no-passing zones or reducing speed limits. 83 % of the respondents agreed 

with this strategy. 

An issue of special note concerning an improvement addressed by Strategy 1 is the 

elimination of the sharp curve on US 322 east of 1-295. This location was identified by residents 

or local officials at every meeting as a safety problem. All comments were in favor of 

improving this location by easing this curve. 

Another operational improvement to note which was suggested and raised a lot of 

discussion from supporters and opponents was the installation of a "No Turn On Red" sign for 

the eastbound approach of Mullica Hill Bridgeport Road (US 322) at the intersection with Main 

Street (US 322/NJ 45) in Mullica Hill. Supporters of this sign claim it is necessary to create 

gaps in the traffic so pedestrians are able to cross Main Street in times of heavy traffic. 

Opponents believe it will increase the eastbound queue length on Mullica Hill Bridgeport Road 

which can exceed 30 vehicles during times of heavy traffic. A petition against a "No Turn On 

Red" sign was signed by 114 residents of Harrison Township and presented at a public meeting. 

This petition can be found in the addendum to this document. 

Strategies E, F, G and H which deal with improvements to existing facilities and 

spreading the traffic onto those facilities had strong support with 73 % to 76 % of the respondents 

agreeing with this concept. Although the responses to this survey indicate strong support for 

spreading traffic among other facilities, the elected officials and residents of South Harrison 

Township made it very clear at their municipal meeting and at other meetings that they were 

opposed to any effort which would increase traffic on CR 538 or CR 694 through their 

township. 

The South Harrison Township Committee directed the chief of police to gather accident 

data and operational information on CR 538 and CR 694 within the township's boarders. This 
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information was forward to the members of the study team and is found in the addendum to this 

report. 

The strategies that deal with adding new capacity in the corridor (J ,K,L) got much more 

of a mixed response. Strategy J, which suggests to construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 

received only 52 % agreement from the respondents. This improvement was presented in 

conceptual form only since there is no actual alignment drawn on paper. It is not possible at 

this time to attempt to identify an alignment for a bypass. Only 44 % of the respondents agreed 

with the suggestion to Widen US 322 to four lanes in conjunction with a Mullica Hill Bypass. 

The support for the construction of a new highway on a new alignment across the county was 

even less enthusiastic with only 38 % of the respondents agreeing to this strategy. At the South 

Harrison Township meeting, a gentleman presented a package of aerial photographs with his 

recommendation for an alignment of a new highway from 1-295 to the Atlantic City Expressway 

through Gloucester, Salem and Atlantic Counties. This package is included in the addendum to 

this report. 

Questionnaire 

A questionnaire was prepared by the study team and distributed to the attendees of each 

of the Regional Public Meetings. This was another tool for the study team to use to gather 

information on the public's feelings concerning opportunities for east-west travel across 

Gloucester County. The results that follow were tabulated from a total of 47 returned 

questionnaires. A copy of the questionnaire used can be found in Appendix D. 
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Question 1. This question asks how you would allocate funds to improve east-west travel if 

you were given a hypothetical $100. This question was summarized in two ways; 

the percentage of respondents that said they would spend money for a given 

alternative and the average amount that they would spend. 

61 % for maintenance of existing roads and intersections 

56% for minor improvements to existing roads and intersections 

54 % for widening existing roads and intersections 

46% to build major new roads 

02 % for public transportation 

02 % other (enforcement of traffic laws) 

$30.98 to build major new roads 

$27.43 for widening existing roads and intersections 

$21.22 for maintenance of existing roads and intersections 

$19.51 for minor improvements to existing roads and intersections 

$00.61 for public transportation 

$00.25 other (enforcement of traffic laws) 

Most respondents felt that it was important to spend some money on maintaining existing 

roads and intersections as well as providing minor improvements to them but the amount of 

money they were willing to spend was not commensurate with their support. On the other hand, 

less than half the respondents wanted to spend money to build major new roads but those that 

did were willing to assign a lot of money to that improvement. 

Question 2. This question asks the respondent to list the most congested locations (up to 5) 

during the summer weekends and the most congested locations (up to 5 ) at times 

other than summer weekends. The top five responses for each are: 
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Summer Weekends 

US 322 in Richwood 

US 322 and NJ 45 

Main Street in Mullica Hill 

US 322 and CR 538 

US 322-Comm. Barry Bridge to Richwood 

Gloucester County East-West Corridor Public Participation 

Other Times 

US 322 in Richwood 

US 322 and NJ 45 

Main Street in Mullica Hill 

Main St and Woodland Ave in Mullica Hill 

1-76 from 1-295 to Walt Whitman Bridge 

All of the top five summer locations occur on US 322 as well as 4 of the top five non

summer locations. 

Question 3. The respondent is asked to rank the issues which they feel create the worst 

problems for east-west travel across the county (l = creates worst problems, 7 

= creates least problems). The average ranking for each alternative is given. 

Thus, the lower the number, the more severe the impact on the corridor as 

perceived by the respondents. 

--.AJl.. New residential and retail developments in the corridor 

~ Travelers unfamiliar with other east-west roads besides US 322 

~ Truck traffic in the corridor 

~ Lack of east-west roads 

~ Out-of-state pass-through traffic 

~ Insufficient capacity on US 322 in older towns (Mullica Hill, Richwood, Glassboro, 

Williamstown) 

The results indicate that the new residential and retail developments occurring in the 

corridor are creating the worst problems for east-west travel in the corridor. This issue can best 

be addressed at the local level as municipalities have control over the zoning and subdivision 

regulations within their borders. 
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Question 4. The intent of this question is to determine the level of support for several 

improvement strategies. Respondents could check multiple options. The results 

indicate the percentage of the respondents who indicated support for a particular 

strategy. 

66 % Mullica Hill Bypass (recognizing that some homes or businesses would need to be taken 

for the new road) 

55% Improve major intersections along US 322 

51 % Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 

49 % Spread traffic among existing roads with signing, intersection improvements and 

upgrading selected county roads 

45 % Construct a new highway on new alignment 

32 % Widen US 322 

28 % Improve US 322 in older towns even if it required some residential or business takings 

26% Mullica Hill Bypass (only if no homes or businesses would need to be taken for the new 

road) 

04 % Other enforcement. complete NJ 55 to the shore 

The responses to this question are not consistent with the results of the public opinion 

survey. The public opinion survey indicates that 73 % and 75 % of the respondents respectively 

agree with spreading traffic among existing facilities and constructing the missing ramps between 

1-295 and NJ 42. Only half of the questionnaire respondents supported these strategies. Only 

one-quarter of the questionnaire respondents indicated support for a Mullica Hill Bypass if it had 

to avoid taking homes or businesses while two-thirds of the respondents supported a Mullica Hill 

Bypass even if it would require taking homes or business. 
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Question 5. This is an open ended question which asks the respondent for ideas on how the 

residents or local officials can help to reduce congestion. On ,most of the 

returned forms, this response was left blank but those that were answered are 

summarized below. 

outlaw coin drops in Gloucester County 

enforce existing traffic laws 

obtain state aid to support police in effected municipalities 

no "Right Turn On Red" at US 322 eastbound approach to NJ 45 

Harrison Twp. needs to address its own home building and planning practices 

Make plans for future expansions 

don't allow uncontrolled growth and development 

Improve existing roads 

tolls for "out-of-staters" 

Widen US 322 intersections in Richwood and US 322 and Main Street 

ban trucks 

use local police departments to direct traffic on summer weekends 

complain more 

work with elected officials on alternatives 

fight to improve dangerous intersections 

eliminate speed traps on US 322 

turn the lights and the stop signs to the side streets ( NJ 45, NJ 77, CR 538, CR 551) 

reduce speed limits on CR 538 and CR 694 

change signal timing at US 322/CR 538 and US 322/CR 551 to add green arrow 

get the state to build a 4 lane highway from Commodore Barry Bridge to Williamstown 

build a bypass below Mullica Hill to NJ 55 at Ferrell interchange 

spread out traffic over existing roads with signs 

build new highway with tie-ins to NJ 42, 1-295, NJ Turnpike and NJ 55 
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construct a new highway for out-of-state summer shore traffic from 1-295 to NJ 42 

and/or NJ 55 

stop with housing developments 

construct new road like 1-295 and do not worry about farmers because they are selling 

their land to developers anyway making congestion worse 

find the shortest route from the bridge to Atlantic City Expressway; there must be a little 

corridor left somewhere that hasn't been developed 

police should check speeders on US 322 in Richwood during the week 

Question 6. The respondent is asked to rank the land use strategies which they feel would best 

shape the future of the corridor. (1 = best strategy, 5 = worst strategy). The 

average ranking for each strategy is given. Thus, the lower the number, the more 

favorable the strategy as perceived by the respondents. 

2.4 Build new east-west roads 

2.6 Preserve open space and farmland 

....1..L Provide for more parks and recreational areas 

....1..L Concentrate new development near existing infrastructure (roads, waterlines, sewer lines 

etc.) 

.J.:L Expand growth into undeveloped areas 

As with question 4, the responses to this question are not consistent with the results of the public 

opinion survey. The public opinion survey indicates that only 38 % of the respondents agree 

with the construction of a new highway whereas the questionnaire respondents chose building 

new east-west roads as the best strategy. The second favorite strategy, preserve open space and 

farmland, would appear to be in conflict with building new roads. 
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Question 7. This question asks for the respondent's municipality of residence. The responses 

are: 

42% Harrison Township 17% Woolwich Township 

09% South Harrison Township 09% Mantua Township 

04% East Greenwich Township 02% Swedesboro Borough 

02% Logan Township 02% Washington Township 

02% Pilesgrove Township (Salem Co.) 11% unidentified 

Question 8. This question provides respondents the opportunity to add any additional 

comments concerning east-west travel across Gloucester County. Most of the 

responses were not filled in but those that were answered are summarized below. 

the solution is a combination of a short term fix on existing roads then a major 

improvement on US 322 to NJ 55 with appropriate bypasses 

widen and improve existing roads; do not add new roads 

don't allow uncontrolled growth 

there is no single solution to this problem, there must be a combination of some number 

of options 

there are 35 dealers (antiques) that will be out of work if you destroy the charm of 

Mullica Hill by widening US 322 

absolute vehicle gridlock especially mornings, late afternoon and weekends; we have to 

depend on drivers courtesy to leave our driveway 

find a way to share construction burden with those using the shore; this may be a surtax 

on shore rentals, property taxes or tolls 

alleviating bottlenecks and poor traffic patterns on US 322 would solve most of the 

problems; traffic lights, regulated entrances to US 322 and coordinated flow through all 

towns is essential 
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need a road from Delaware Memorial Bridge to NJ 55 which should be finished to 

connect to shore points 

Put in a major new road ASAP; the stop gap measures that we are taking are making our 

towns like those along the White Horse Pike 

these are all trick questions so it will be easier for you to make your recommendations; 

your draft "cons" either provide little or no relief; you want the people to recommend 

an east-west road; sorry, it won't work 

do not turn US 322 into a 4 lane highway like White Horse Pike; spend the money now 

to construct a 295/55 type road that will have to be built within next 20 years 

if there were a significant toll from Friday through Sunday for users of US 322 (assess 

booth at beginning where out-of-state people come), I believe traffic would significantly 

decrease 

I live on 322 - my wife and I had an addition put on the back of house to get away from 

noise; please note that from here to post office there are 11 persons over 80 years of age 

- don't force us out 

it must be done! 

Public Meeting Testimony 

In general, the testimony at the public meetings indicated a feeling of frustration in the 

community. People said they are tired of meetings and studies and surveys, they want to see 

some action. They want the state and the county to get something done about the traffic 

problems. Several comments were made about the state at least getting a recommendation for 

US 322 on the table and letting the residents and local officials react to it. There is a fear that 

if something is not done soon in Gloucester County, the money will be spent in North Jersey. 

Some people feel that they are not getting their fair share of funding for highway improvements 

in South Jersey. 
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Several people raised the question about the possibility of receiving state funding for 

municipalities who bear the brunt of traffic problems. This money could be used by police 

departments to direct traffic at congested intersections on summer weekends and for enforcement 

of speeding and passing in no-passing areas. Several other comments suggested reducing the 

speed limits on US 332 and also on CR 538. The possibility of having out-of-state traffic pay 

a toll for using US 322 was raised at several different meetings. 

One issue that was continuously raised and that potentially has a solution is the 

straightening of the curve on US 322 east of 1-295. Residents and municipal officials stressed 

the accident history of this location and the number of fatalities. They questioned why 

something has not been done. 

At a meeting of the Transportation Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of Southern 

New Jersey, members indicated to the study team that they had presented testimony at a public 

hearing held by Senator Rand in May 1990 concerning an East-West Travel Corridor in 

Gloucester County. According to the testimony found in the addendum to this report, the 

Chamber's position was, and still is, that a widening of CR 538 to four lanes would be the most 

beneficial improvement in meeting the east-west travel needs of the business and residents of 

South Jersey. 

Additional testimony from the public meetings can be found in the summaries of each 

meeting which are found in Appendix A and Appendix C. 
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Appendix A 

Municipal Meeting Summaries 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Woolwich Township Meeting Summary 
April 18, 1996 

The meeting was hosted by Mayor Joseph Garrozzo. Three additional members of the 
Township Committee were in attendance as were Freeholders Ray Zane, Steve Atkinson and 
Ginny Weber. Chuck Romick represented the County Planning Department and John Ward 
represented DVRPC. In addition to those named,approximately 25 residents attended. 

Mayor Garrozzo thanked everyone for coming out, mentioned that this meeting was a 
result of a suggestion at the March 4th Transportation Task Force meeting to reach out 
individually to the municipalities and then introduced Chuck Romick. 

Mr. Romick gave an overview of the study process, identified NJ DOT and DVRPC as 
partners in the process and gave a quick status of how the study has gotten to this point. He 
then introduced John Ward. 

Mr. Ward began by presenting much of the data which has been collected as part of this 
study. This included: comparisons of traffic counts taken in the same locations during the non
summer and again during the summer season, cultural features in the study area which may be 
sensitive to highway improvements (churches, cemeteries, parks, schools, historic structures, 

etc.), travel time surveys and license plate surveys. Mr. Ward then asked the audience for their 
comments or concerns regarding traffic or travel problems. 

The following is a list of issues and potential solutions which were expressed by the audience: 

There are turning radii problems at the intersection of US 322 and Kings Highway 

• add turning lanes (center left turn lanes and channelized right turn lanes with raised 
concrete islands) on all approaches at the intersection of US 322 and Kings Highway 

• add protected phases for left turns on all approaches at the intersection of US 322 and 
Kings Highway 
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There are turning radii problems on the southeast corner at the intersection of US 322 and 

CR 538 - the traffic signal standard is frequently hit 

• install channelized right turn lanes with raised concrete islands at all signalized 
intersections along US 322 

There is a sharp horizontal curve on US 322 east of 1-295 which has caused numerous trucks 
to flip over 

• reconstruct US 322 to ease the curve east of 1-295 (ultimate solution) 

• erect more and better warning signs for the curve on US 322 east of 1-295 (interim 
improvement) 

• there is a 50 MPH speed limit sign for eastbound US 322 immediately east of 1-295 and 
a reduce speed sign for the curve shortly thereafter; the 50 MPH sign should be removed 
since it is deceptive and should be replaced with a warning sign or reduce speed sign 

(interim improvement) 

There is a vertical curve on US 322 between Kings Highway and Kelley Road which creates 
sight distance problems 

• level the section of US 322 between Kings Highway and Kelley Road to eliminate the 
sight distance problems 

Many sections of US 322 are dark and night time driving can be hazardous 

• install street lighting along US 322 east of US 130 where US 322 narrows from 4 lanes 
to 2 lanes 

• install raised reflectorized pavement markings and improve pavement striping 

Motorists often travel at unsafe speeds along US 322 

• reduce the speed limit from 50 MPH to 45 MPH between the NJ Turnpike and 1-295 

• prohibit passing between the NJ Turnpike and 1-295 
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Motorists often make unsafe movements between US 322 and the NJ Turnpike interchange 

• install a traffic signal at the intersection of US 322 and the NJ Turnpike interchange 

There are several other east-west roads which could serve as alternate routes to US 322: CR 

538, CR 694, NJ 40 

• before any major improvements are done to US 322, the use of the existing infrastructure 

should be maximized (disperse traffic among other existing roads) 

• erect directional signs to encourage motorists to use alternate routes to the South Jersey 

shore 

• develop a pamphlet with information on alternate routes to the South Jersey shore and 

distribute them at point of sale of beach tags 

• construct missing movement ramps between I-295 and NJ 42 

• complete NJ 55 into Cape May County 

There was a comment concerning a proposed 

improvement to improve traffic flow along US 322 in 

Mullica Hill. The improvement proposed to convert 

Mill Rd to one-way northbound and prohibit southbound 

left turns from Main St to Mill Rd. A traffic signal was 

proposed for the intersection of Main St and Church La. 

Main St is wide enough at this intersection to allow a 

center left turn lane and a through lane in the southbound 

direction. 

US 3221NJ 45 

US 322 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

South Harrison Township Meeting Summary 
April 30, 1996 

A special meeting was held by the Township Committee to discuss East-West Travel 

issues across Gloucester County. The Township Committee took action on an unrelated 
resolution, then Mayor Russell Marino introduced Chuck Romick of the County Planning 
Department. Dave Cox was there to represent NJ Department of Transportation and John Ward 
represented DVRPC. In addition to those named, approximately 80 residents attended. 

Mr. Romick gave an overview of the study process, identified NJ DOT and DVRPC as 
partners in the process and gave a quick status of how the study has gotten to this point. He 
then introduced Dave Cox. 

Mr. Cox identified several NJ DOT projects on the current Capital Program which have 

impact on this east-west corridor. Ramps to complete the missing movements at 1-295 and NJ 
42 are in preliminary engineering and there is a scoping project on US 322 between US 130 and 

NJ 45 to investigate the potential for widening this facility. Mr. Cox fielded several questions 
from the audience concerning NJ DOT activities and turned the presentation over to John Ward. 

Mr. Ward began by presenting much of the data which has been collected as part of this 

study. This included: comparisons of traffic counts taken in the same locations during the non

summer and again during the summer season, cultural features in the study area which may be 
sensitive to highway improvements (churches, cemeteries, parks, schools, historic structures, 
etc.), travel time surveys and license plate surveys. Mr. Ward then asked the audience for their 

comments or concerns regarding traffic or travel problems. 

The following is a summary of issues and potential solutions which were expressed by the 
audience: 

First and foremost, the overall consensus was loud and clear that the residents of South 

Harrison Township do not want any improvements done to CR 538 which would serve to make 
this route an alternative to US 322 for east-west traffic. This municipality advocates a low
growth scenario for development and are fearful that improvements to CR 538 would not only 
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bring increased pass-through traffic but would increase development pressures in their 

municipality. Most residents made it clear that they felt the traffic problems on US 322 were 
caused by out of state traffic passing through the area and from the uncontrolled development 
in Harrison Township which was permitted to occur. These residents also stated that that traffic 

should stay up on US 322 in Harrison Township and that they shouldn't have to accept any of 

that traffic on their roads in South Harrison Township. 

Several residents expressed concern that highway improvements would benefit other 
municipalities at the expense of South Harrison Township. 

Another common suggestion was to widen US 322 to four lanes and build a bypass around 
Mullica Hill. Bypass alignment suggestions included: constructing a new alignment somewhere 
around Mullica Hill to the north or extending US 322 straight across NJ 45 through the grocery 

store at the traffic signal and tieing back into existing US 322 east of Mullica Hill. 

Existing US 322 is not adequate to serve the east-west movements across the county and 

improvements to it are problematic because of the adjacent development in several areas. There 

is abundant undeveloped and available land in the vicinity of the Gloucester County/Salem 
County border. 

• the construction of a new road was recommended which would run from 1-295 in the 
vicinity of Oldmans Township in Salem County to the Atlantic City Expressway north 

of Hammonton in Atlantic County. A resident presented a package which contained a 

map with a rough alignment penciled in and a series of aerial photographs which display 

the area surrounding the proposed alignment. This package also listed some descriptive 

information such as: the facility should be a four lane principal arterial and recommended 

the main intersecting roads as NJ Turnpike south of Exit 2, NJ 45 north of Woodstown, 
NJ 55, NJ 47 south of Franklinville, CR 555, US 322 north of Collings Lakes and AC 
Expressway north of Hammonton. Identified advantages included: travel through mostly 

open country, control wetlands run off, provide more firebreaks for the Pinelands and 
allow east-west traffic from all bridges. 

Several residents advocated construction of the missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42. 

Their feeling was that if these movements were available and motorists were educated about their 

existence, traffic that might pass through the county on US 322 would now be enticed to stay 

on the freeways. 
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A connection between 1-295 and the NJ Turnpike in the vicinity of NJ 42 was also 
recommended. 

A resident who claimed to work in Pennsylvania and was very familiar with the problem 
spots on US 322 presented an eastbound trip on US 322 from the Commodore Barry Bridge to 
Richwood. The following are his identified problems and suggested solutions: 

• he started by saying that the problems on weekends were caused by out of state traffic 
headed to the shore. 

• at the base of the Commodore Barry Bridge, lane drops for the exits to US 130 north and 
US 130 south create weaving maneuvers by motorists wishing to proceed east on US 
322. This weaving could be eliminated by better overhead signing. 

• after crossing over US 130 and the Conrail tracks on an elevated structure, there is a 
vertical curve coupled with a horizontal curve right where US 322 narrows from two 
lanes by direction to one lane by direction. This situation creates sight distance and 
weaving problems. Early warning signs should be erected to warn eastbound motorists. 

• US 322 widens to a four lane cross section as it passes over 1-295. East of 1-295 it 
narrows back down to one lane by direction. A liquor store and a median break in the 
area where the road tapers down to one lane by direction, causes access problems. He 
again recommends better and earlier warning signs. 

• there is a sharp horizontal curve on US 322 east of 1-295 which has caused numerous 
accidents because vehicles try to negotiate the curve at too high a rate of speed. His 
suggestion was to have the curve straightened. 

• the traffic signal at the entrance to the Commodore 295 Industrial Park creates extreme 
congestion on US 322 while one or two vehicles exit from the park's driveway. 

• the signalized intersection on US 322 at CR 538 experiences congestion because turning 
movements block through traffic. A nearside jughandle for eastbound US 322 traffic 
would provide eastbound left turns better access to the gas station and eliminate the need 
for eastbound right turns to cut through the Wawa parking lot. 

• he claims that the traffic signals along US 322 are not synchronized and that 
synchronization would help traffic flow. 
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• there was a comment concerning a proposed 
improvement to improve traffic flow along US 
322 in Mullica Hill. The improvement proposed 
to install a traffic signal at the Shell Station at 

Main St and Mill Rd. and add a southbound left 

turn lane for traffic proceeding on eastbound US 
322. This proposal also called for the removal of 
the stop sign behind the Red Barn at the 
intersection of Mill Rd. and Church La. which 
controls eastbound US 322 traffic. 

US 3221NJ 45 

ii5 

~ .'Stat~n 

Red Barn 

T 
Church La 

US 322 

• his final suggestion was to retime and interconnect the traffic signals in Richwood. 

Another resident stated that motorists often make unsafe movements between US 322 and the 
NJ Turnpike interchange and called for the construction of turning lanes on US 322 to permit 
safer turns between US 322 and the NJ Turnpike interchange. 

A resident complained about a large pothole on the eastbound approach of the intersection 
of US 322 and CR 538 which prevents right turning vehicles from bypassing vehicles queued 

up to go straight or turn right. 

A resident handed in a written sheet with questions and comments. 

• he asks if there was any consideration given to building a parking garage at the New 
Jersey side of the Commodore Barry Bridge coupled with bus service? This question 

was followed by a listing of benefits : A) reduce shore traffic by reducing the number 

of vehicles thru Gloucester County and allowing busses to be redirected through county 
roads to even out traffic flow, B) reduce emissions - ETRP: garage can be used during 

weekdays by commuters and on weekends by vacationers, C) serve local residents by 

allowing more economical commute during weekdays. 

A woman asked about the potential of constructing a roadway within an existing utility right

of-way which carries electrical power lines. This right-of-way is north of and generally parallels 

US 322 west of Mullica Hill. The power lines then cross over US 322 east of Mullica Hill. 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Harrison Township Meeting Summary 
May 6,1996 

A special meeting was held by the Township Committee to discuss East-West Travel 
issues across Gloucester County. Mayor Charles Tisa hosted the meeting. In addition to the 
mayor there were three other Township Committee members present. Freeholders Ray Zane 
and Steve Atkinson were also in attendance. Mayor Tisa introduced Chuck Romick of the 
County Planning Department. Dave Cox was there to represent NJ Department of 
Transportation and Don Shanis and Mark Roth represented DVRPC. In addition to those 
named, approximately 150 residents attended. 

Mr. Romick gave an overview of the study process, identified NJ DOT and DVRPC as 
partners in the process and gave a quick status of how the study has gotten to this point. He 
then introduced Don Shanis. 

Mr. Shanis began by presenting much of the data which has been collected as part of this 
study. This included: comparisons of traffic counts taken in the same locations during the non
summer and again during the summer season, cultural features in the study area which may be 
sensitive to highway improvements (churches, cemeteries, parks, schools, historic structures, 
etc.), travel time surveys and license plate surveys. Mr. Shanis then asked the audience for their 
comments or concerns regarding traffic or travel problems. 

The following is a summary of issues and potential solutions which were expressed by the 
audience: 

A common perception is that the traffic backups are caused by weekend trips generated by 
Out-of-State drivers heading to the Jersey shore. 

Some residents feel that the whole township should not suffer because of Mullica Hill, 
therefore, improvements through Mullica Hill should be considered. Likewise, Mullica Hill 
residents and businesses should not suffer because of the traffic generated by the rest of the 
township. 
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Motorists are beginning to use Woodland Avenue as a cut-through to avoid the congestion 
on US 322 approaching NJ 45 and the congestion along Main Street. This is causing congestion 

on Woodland Ave which has a narrow one-lane approach onto Main Street. Motorists wishing 
to turn right onto Main Street can't get by vehicles queued up to turn left onto Main Street. 

One resident pointed out that Harrison Township is an attractive place to live, in part because 
Mullica Hill is a historic area and it needs to be preserved. However Mullica Hill also needs 
some traffic to support the businesses in the historic area. 

The dangers of Dead Man's Curve near the boundary of Logan and Woolwich Townships 

were discussed and a suggestion was made to take the state owned land adjacent to US 322 and 
re-align the road to make it safer for motorists. 

There was a suggestion made to divert traffic away from US 322 and use CR 538 as an 
alternative route for shore traffic. Other suggestions included possible connections into US 40 
and new roads through Salem County. 

At this point, Dave Cox identified several NJ DOT projects on the current Capital Program 

which have impact on this east-west corridor. Ramps to complete the missing movements at 1-
295 and NJ 42 are in preliminary engineering and there is a scoping project on US 322 between 

US 130 and NJ 45 to investigate the potential for widening this facility. 

NJ DOT was asked if they intended to or if they ever had considered constructing a ramp 

to connect NJ 55 North to NJ 42 South, as well as the reverse direction. 

One common suggestion was to build a bypass around Mullica Hill. Another bypass 
alignment suggestion included constructing an extension of US 322 straight across NJ 45 through 

the grocery store at the traffic signal and tieing back into existing US 322 east of Mullica Hill. 

It was mentioned that if a bypass or new road is constructed, it would be to Harrison Townships 

best interest to make it a limited access road. This idea would take motorists around Mullica 

Hill and make local travel more efficient. Various residents stressed that improvements or 
widening of US 322 west of NJ 45 would not solve the problem. If improvements were made 

to this section of US 322, the additional traffic generated would have nowhere to go once it 

reached NJ 45. 

Another suggestion included the construction of a series of one way roads to serve local 

traffic and parking. These roads would benefit local resident movements, but would not be a 
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feasible alternative for through trips. Parking for Main Street businesses would be available on 

these newly constructed roads and parking on Main Street could be removed. 

There was agreement among residents on the fact that traffic must be diverted away from US 

322 closer to the Commodore Barry Bridge. Traffic should be signed to travel North or South 
on 1-295 and connect into other limited access routes to continue their trip. Combined with the 
placement of signs, posted speed limits along US 322 should be lowered in order to make travel 

less desirable to through trips. 

Residents mentioned the grid-lock experienced within Richwood. They feel that left turn 

lanes and left turn signals should be installed at the CR 609/CR 618 intersection with US 322 
and the CR 6351CR 667 intersection with US 322 within Richwood to increase flow. Residents 

feel that designated left, thru and right turn lanes at these intersections would better control flow 
through Richwood. 

Other suggestions included a rail station located at the base of the Commodore Barry Bridge 
and a rail line be built to carry passengers from that point to the shore resorts. Another idea 

was to build a bypass which would be either elevated above small towns or possibly an 

underground highway. 

Residents urged that NJ DOT install a No Turn on Red sign at the intersection of US 322 and 

NJ 45. They claimed to have continuously sent letters to NJ DOT requesting a sign be installed 

and have yet to see any action. Some residents feel that this action combined with additional 
signs, left turn lanes along US 322 and speed limit reductions would be an initial response to 

the problems that exist. They feel that this is small step to an ultimate solution, but its a start. 

A question was asked about the potential of constructing a roadway within an existing utility 
right-of-way which carries electrical power lines. This right-of-way is north of and generally 
parallels US 322 west of Mullica Hill. The power lines then cross over US 322 east of Mullica 

Hill. 

There was a suggestion about making a connection between I-295 and NJ 55 with access to 

NJ 42 in the Deptford Area. 

Several comments dealt with traffic flow on Main Street (US 322) in Mullica Hill: 
remove parking along Main Street from the Harrison House to Mill Street 

there is a problem with truck traffic in Mullica Hill 
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Pedestrian crosswalks do exist on Main Street but are not effective because traffic does 

not stop to allow pedestrians to cross 

A comment was made concerning a sight distance problem on US 322 in the vicinity of 
Visalli's Market (mile post 10.6) west of NJ 45. The resident requested to have the speed limit 
lowered in that area. 

A suggestion was made to place variable message signs in the vicinity of US 322 and I-295 

to divert traffic away from Mullica Hill when congestion is heavy. 

An observation was made that by design, most new developments are constructed with their 

point of access onto a state highway and become self contained units. There is no consideration 

given to providing local circulation between adjacent developments. This development pattern 
creates access problems to and from the state highways and concentrates the congestion at these 

points. 
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Gloucester County 
Public Participation 

East West 
Outreach 

Corridor 
Initiative 

Issue 1 March 1996 

This newsletter is produced by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission for residents and 
elected officials throughout Gloucester County in an effort to provide accurate and timely iriformation 
about this study. 

County Traffic to be Examined 

How has residential and commercial 
development affected traffic conditions in 
Gloucester County? What additional effect does 
traffic bound for the New Jersey shore have on 
communities along major east-west roads? If 
you live in a community struggling to deal with 
these issues, you will probably answer that 
traffic congestion increases each year and that 
you're tired of the delays. 

In response to this dilemma and in order 
to determine community attitudes about traffic 
conditions and solutions, the Delaware Valley 
Regional Planning Commission (D VRPC) is 
conducting a widespread Public Participation 
Outreach Initiative. The shaded portion of the 
map below displays the general study area of 
this effort and illustrates the area of east-west 
travel about which we are most concerned. 
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PUBLIC MEETINGS 

Several Public Meetings Will Be 

. Scheduled During The Course Of This 

Study. Dates And Locations Will Be 

Announ ced When They Are Confirmed. 

This work is being undertaken in 
partnership with the Gloucester County 
Freeholders, the County Planning Department 
and the New Jersey Department of 
Transportation. This project is not a revisiting 
of the New Jersey Turnpike Connector Study. 

DVRPC serves as the official planning 
and review agency for the nine-county 
metropolitan region which includes Burlington, 
Camden, Gloucester and Mercer counties in 
New Jersey and Bucks, Chester, Delaware, 
Montgomery and Philadelphia counties in 
Pennsylvania. Through data collection, 
research, coordination and planning efforts, 
DVRPC sets a framework for governmental 
decisions affecting development within the 
Delaware Valley . 



DVRPC Seeks Local Input 

DVRPC will reach out to municipal officials 
and the general public within the next four 
months to identify traffic problems associated 
with east-west travel across the county. To 
accomplish this objective, the Commission has 
asked for and received the support of the 
Gloucester County Mayors' Association. At an 
Association meeting on February 23rd, the 
mayors agreed to participate on a Transportation 
Task Force that will guide the study. 

Having produced many plans and studies 
over the years, DVRPC is keenly aware of the 
importance of public involvement in resolving 
complex issues. According to Donald Shanis, 
DVRPC's Associate Director for Transportation 
Planning, "involvement of the public, especially 
for identifying problems and developing 
solutions, is an important element in planning 
transportation improvements". 

Traffic Data Collected 

In addition to the public participation 
outreach initiative, DVRPC continues to work 
on a project initiated in 1994 at the request of 
the County Planning Department. That project, 
Gloucester County East-West Corridor Traffic 
Study, seeks to identify a network of state, 
county or municipal roads which, with minor 
improvements, (intersection improvements, 
traffic signals, signing, etc.) will relieve 
congestion and disperse traffic through the East
West Corridor between the Commodore Barry 
Bridge and NJ 55. 

To date, DVRPC's efforts have focused on 
collecting traffic data. This data will be used to 
help define problem areas and develop potential 
improvement scenarios. Traffic counts were 
taken during the summer (July/ August) and non
summer (April) in 1994 and 1995. The 
following table summarizes of some of the data 
which has been collected. 

1994 Daily Traffic Volumes 
.. 

Road Limits Day Non Swnmer 
Swnmer 

US 322 US 130 to Fri 18,978 23,866 
1-295 

US 322 Richwood wkdy 14,540 16,050 

US 322 Richwood Fri 15,163 19,132 

55 SB 322 EB to Fri 3,196 6,384 
on ramp 55 mainline 

US 322 Richwood Sun 14,004 19,095 

55 NB 55 mainline Sun 2,650 6,244 
off rmp to 322 WB 

CR 694 CR 616 to Sun 1,605 2,547 
CR 581 

CR 538 Ferrell Fri 2,736 4,146 

CR 668 Harrlsnvlle Fri 583 651 

* Estimates based on limited field surveys 

People, Jobs & Travel Forecasted 

Gloucester County's anticipated growth is 
shown by the population, employment and 
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) forecasts that 
were prepared as part of DVRPC's long range 
plan. (VMT is expressed in millions of miles of 
daily travel and is an indicator of vehicle travel 
on the roads in the county.) 

Gloucester County Forecasts 

1990 2020 % Change 

Population 230,082 314,971 36.9% 

Employment 86,079 122,904 42.8% 

VMT 5.7 8.9· 56.1% 

* Preliminary D VRPC forecast 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission erJ 
The Bourse Building 
111 S. 1ndependence Mall East 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
phone: (215) 592-1800 fax: (215) 592-9125 



Gloucester County East West 
Public Participation Outreach 

Corridor 
Initiative 

Issue 2 June 1996 

This newsletter is produced by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission for residents and 
elected officials throughout Gloucester County in an effort to provide accurate and timely iriformation 
about this study. 

Municipalities Discuss Solutions 
to RT 322 Traffic Problems 

Residents and elected officials from several 
Gloucester County municipalities recently met 
with the Delaware Valley Regional Planning 
Commission (DVRPC), New Jersey DOT and 
the County to discuss community attitudes about 
traffic conditions and potential solutions in the 
US 322 corridor. These meetings were part of 
a widespread Public Participation Outreach 
Initiative designed to obtain a local perspective 
on east-west travel across the county. The 
shaded portion of the map below displays the 
general study area of this effort and illustrates 
the area of east-west travel about which we are 
most concerned. Valuable input was provided 
by residents and elected officials. A listing of 
improvement strategies culled from these 
meetings is provided on the reverse side of this 
newsletter. 
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Additional Meetings 
Scheduled 

If you missed the earlier meetings, fear not, 
you still have opportunities to offer suggestions, 
ask questions or just find out what's happening 
about east-west mobility through Gloucester 
County. Three additional meetings (time and 
location listed below) have been scheduled to 
provide. municipal officials and the general 
public an opportunity to work together to 
address traffic problems which effect all the 
municipalities and residents in the study area. 

PUBLIC MEETINGS 

JUNE 11TH CLEARVIEW SA. HIGH SCHOOL 

HARRISON Twp. 

7:00 PM 

JUNE 19TH KINGSWAY HIGH SCHOo.L 

WOOLWICH Twp. 

7:00 PM 

JUNE 26TH WASHINGTON Twp. 

HIGH SCHOOL 

7:00 PM 



The improvement strategies identified by the 
public at the earlier meetings will be reviewed 
and residents will be asked for their feelings on 
the effectiveness of these strategies. 

DVRPC, the County and NJDOT are 
extremely interested in finding out the level of 
local support for these suggested strategies. 

Opportunities for written comments will also 
be available through questionnaires which will 
be distributed at the meetings. People who 
don't wish to speak at the meeting or who 
would like to provide additional detail can do so 
by completing a questionnaire. 

Congestion Reduction Tools for 
Municipalities are Available 

Traffic congestion not only impedes our 
mobility but also pollutes our air, wastes fuel, 
hinders economic growth and effects our quality 
of life. Many areas of the country are grappling 
with congestion problems including the East
West Corridor across Gloucester County. 
However, there are proven techniques and 
strategies that are available to address this 
serious issue. Building new roads or widening 
existing ones are not a cure-all for this problem. 
The most effective approach is to package a set 
of improvements together which can effect 
congestion in many different ways. There are 
even strategies that municipalities can implement 
to help in reducing congestion. It may be 
argued that, individually, the following 
strategies do little to reduce congestion however 
when implemented in a coordinated fashion and 
bolstered by some physical roadway 
improvements the cumulative effect on 
congestion is positive. 

Growth Management - use of public policy to 
regulate the location, geographic pattern, 
density, quality and rate of development. 

Site Design to Minimize Traffic - developments 

can be designed' to include multiple land uses, 
internal circulation systems, linkages to other 
developments and access to transit service. 

Auto Restricted Zones - area where vehicular 
traffic is regulated, controlled or restricted to 1) 
preserve and enhance vitality of urban centers, 
2) improve environmental quality in urban 
centers, 3) encourage use of non-auto modes. 

Parking Management - altering the supply, 
operation or demand of a jurisdiction's parking 
system to influence travel behavior. 

Pedestrian/Bike Facilities - construction of 
pathway system to promote non-vehicular modes 

Land Use Policies to Improve Transit Access -
identifying areas for increased residential or 
employment densities. 

Suggested Improvement 
Strategies 

The table on the following page is a 
generalized listing of the improvement strategies 
that were suggested by the municipal officials 
and the public at meetings in Woolwich 
Township, South Harrison Township and 
Harrison Township. This matrix will serve as 
the basis of discussion at the remaining meetings 
in an attempt to get neighboring municipalities 
and their residents working together to create a 
package of improvement strategies for the 
corridor. It is also important to determine the 
level of support for selected strategies. 
Additional improvement suggestions can also be 
added to the discussion. 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 0 
The Bourse Building 
111 S. 1ndependence Mall East 
Philadelphia, PA 19106 
phone: (215) 592-1800 fax: (215) 592-9125 



GLOUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES * 

Strategy Pro· Conl 

A Do nothing 8no expenditure of public funds 8No 8provides no relief for the corridor 
disruption to existing land uses 8does not 810cal as well as thru trips will continue 
induce additional trips into the corridor to be effected by the congestion 

8congestion will worsen as local 
development increases 

B Institute growth 8prevents uncontrolled development 8provides minor congestion relief 
management strategies 8controls growth of local traffic 8serves small portion of total trips 8full 

8promotes good land use planning effects not realized until long term 

C Initiate access and 8improves mobility for local traffic 8provides minor congestion relief 
setback 8reduces traffic on thru routes 8promotes 8serves small portion of total trips 
control/provide for good land use planning 8reduces 8creates new local circulation patterns 
local internal congestion and improves safety at 8no short term impact 8limited long term 
circulation development access points effect 

D Provide local transit 8improves mobility for local trips 8serves small portion of total trips 
opportunities 8serves some east-west trips 8doesn't address other deficiencies 

8meets only partial needs of the corridor 

E Spread traffic among 8improves east-west traffic flow 8reduces 8provides short term relief 8increases 
existing facilities by congestion on US 322 8reduces east-west traffic on other roads 8doesn't address 
signing and travel time 810w cost 8high potential for other deficiencies 
intersection feasibility 8serves nuYority of east-west 
improvements trips 8requires no right-of-way acquisition 

F Spread traffic among 8improves east-west traffic flow 8reduces 8provides short term relief 8 increases 
existing facilities by congestion on US 322 8reduces east-west traffic on other roads 
signing and travel time 8less expensive than new 
intersection highway 8moderate potential for 
improvements and feasibility 8serves some east-west trips 
upgrade network of 8requires minimal right-of-way 
county roads acquisition 

G Improve Route 538 8improves east-west traffic flow 8reduces 8provides short term relief 8 increases 
congestion on US 322 8reduces east-west traffic on Route 538 
travel time 8 moderate cost 8 moderate 
potential for feasibility 8serves some east-
west trips 

H Construct missing 8improves east-west traffic flow 8potential feasibility problems 8high cost 
movement ramps at 1- 8redirects some traffic out of the corridor 8meets only partial needs of the corridor 
295 and NJ 42 8reduces east-west travel time 

I Strategic intersection 8improves east-west traffic flow 8reduces 8provides short term relief 
and operational congestion on US 322 8reduces east-west 
improvements on US travel time 8moderate cost 8moderate 
322 potential for feasibility 8serves majority 

of east-west trips 8requires minimal right-
of-way acquisition 8provide safety 
benefits 



GLOUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT STRATEGIES· 

Strategy PrOl Conl 

I Strategic intersection eimproves east-west traffic flow ereduces eprovides short term relief 
and operational congestion on US 322 ereduces east-west 
improvements on US travel time emoderate cost emoderate 
322 potential for feasibility eserves majority 

of east-west trips erequires minimal right-
of-way acquisition eprovide safety 
benefits 

J Construct a bypass eimproves east-west traffic flow ereduces erequires significant right-of-way 
around Mullica Hill congestion in Mullica Hill ereduces east- acquisition ehigh cost epotential 

west travel time eserves majority of east- residential, farmland and business takings 
west trips epotential feasibility and environmental 

problems 

K Widen US 322 and eimproves east-west traffic flow ereduces erequires significant right-of-way 
construct a bypass congestion on US 322 ereduces east-west acquisition every high cost epotential 
around Mullica Hill travel time eserves majority of east-west residential, farmland and business takings 

trips edecreases traffic on other roads epotential feasibility and environmental 
problems 

L Construct a new eimproves east-west traffic flow ereduces erequires significant right-of-way 
highway on a new congestion on US 322 ereduces east-west acquisition eextremely high cost 
alignment travel time eserves majority of east-west epotential residential, farmland and 

trips edecreases traffic on other roads business takings epotential feasibility and 
environmental problems 

M Improve US 40 edoesn't serve this corridor eincreases 
congestion in towns along US 40 

N Construct east-west e does not serve the needs of the corridor 
rail line 

* These improvement strategies have been suggested by the public and/or municipal officials 
1 Indicates a strategy's positive impact on the corridor 
2 Indicates a strategy's negative impact on the corridor 

DVRPC serves as the official planning and review agency for the nine-county metropolitan region which includes 
Burlington, Camden, Gloucester and Mercer counties in New Jersey and Bucks, Chester, Delaware, Montgomery and 
Philadelphia counties in Pennsylvania. Through data collection, research, coordination and planning efforts, DVRPC sets 
a framework for governmental decisions affecting development within the Delaware Valley. 

This initiative is being undertaken in partnership with the Gloucester County Freeholders, the County Planning 
Department and the New Jersey Department of Transportation. 
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Gloucester County East West Corridor 

Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

REGIONAL PUBLIC MEETING AGENDA 

June 11, 1996 June 19, 1996 June 26, 1996 

7:00 PM 7:00 PM 7:00 PM 

Clearview Regional Kingsway Regional Washington Township 

High School High School High School 

Harrison Township Woolwich Township Washington Township 

1. Study Background 

2. Findings of data collection activities 

3. Summary of municipal meetings 

4. Matrix of Suggested Improvement Strategies 

5. Questionnaire 

6. Public Input 

7. Next Steps 

* This Public Participation Outreach Initiative is being conducted by the Delaware Valley Regional Planning 

Commission in Partnership with the Gloucester County Freeholders, Gloucester County Planning Department 

and NJ Department of Transportation. 





Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Regional Public Meeting Summary 

Clearview Regional High School 

June 11, 1996 

The first of three public meetings was held for the residents of Gloucester County to 
discuss East-West Travel issues across the county. The meeting was conducted by DVRPC and 
attended by about 40 to 45 people. In addition to the residents, Freeholders Ray Zane and 
James Atkinson were also in attendance as well as Harrison Township Mayor, Charles Tisa. 

Chuck Romick and Morris Bayer represented the Gloucester County Planning Department and 

Dave Cox represented NJ Department of Transportation. Don Shanis, Mark Roth and John 
Ward represented DVRPC. 

Mr. Shanis gave an overview of the study process and identified the County Freeholders, 
County Planning Department and NJ DOT as partners in this initiative 

Mr. Ward presented highlights of DVRPC's multi-year data collection effort for this 
study. This included: county growth projections, findings of the traffic counting program, 

observations from the summer weekend field views, travel time surveys and license plate 
surveys. 

Mr. Ward then gave a summary of the meetings which DVRPC held with individual 

municipalities regarding their specific east-west traffic or travel problems. 

Mr. Shanis presented a matrix of 14 strategies which had been suggested by the public 
and municipal officials at the earlier municipal meetings. The pros and cons of each strategy's 

impact on the corridor were reviewed; residents were provided with a separate form and asked 
to indicate their opinion of the strategy; either agree, disagree or no opinion. Residents were 
encouraged to write any additional comments on the sheet and hand them in. after the meeting. 

Twenty-seven response sheets were handed in and the place of residence of those respondents 

is as follows: Harrison Twp. - 18, South Harrison Twp. - 2, Mantua Twp. - 2, Woolwich Twp.-
2, Washington Twp. - 2, Pitman Borough - 1. 

Following is a summary of the responses for each strategy: 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Suggested Improvement Strategies 

Survey Results from 6/11/96 Meeting at Clearview Regional H.S. 

Strategy Agree Disagree No 
Opinion 

Do nothing 3 23 1 

Institute growth management strategies 14 9 2 

Initiate access and setback control/provide for local internal circulation 14 6 5 

Provide local transit opportunities 11 14 0 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 22 5 0 

improvements 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 22 3 1 

improvements and upgrade network of county roads 

Improve Route 538 22 3 1 

Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 17 7 2 

Strategic intersection and operational improvements on US 322 20 5 0 

Construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 10 14 1 

Widen US 322 and construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 13 14 0 

Construct a new highway on a new alignment 8 15 2 

Improve US 40 6 16 3 

Construct east-west rail line 4 18 3 

Sample size - 27 response forms 

A questionnaire was distributed which residents could fill out and hand in or take with 
them and mail them back to DVRPC. Mr Shanis read through the questionnaire and asked if 
any questions needed to be clarified. Only 5 questionnaires were returned at the meeting. 

The floor was then opened to the public for comments. The following is a summary of 
their suggestions: 

- conduct a test case on a summer weekend using changeable message signs to divert 
some of the traffic off US 322 and onto other roads 
- have summer weekend traffic conditions in the corridor broadcast on the radio along 

with alternate routes 



- implement safety improvements on county and local roads before any additional traffic 
is shifted to them 
- use some existing rail or utility right of way to construct a Mullica Hill Bypass 
- install traffic signals on CR 538 at NJ 45 and NJ 77 

- make state funding available to municipalities who must bear the burden of the summer 
weekend traffic (some funding could be used to employ police officers to direct traffic 

at heavily congested intersections) 
- if US 322 is widened, include a two-way center left turn lane for a five lane cross 

section 

- investigate the feasibility of constructing US 322 below grade through Mullica Hill 

- no single strategy alone will solve the congestion problems but a coordinated package 
of improvements are needed 

The next steps of the process were reviewed. Two more public meetings will be held, 

the opinion survey on the suggested improvement strategies will be conducted and the 
questionnaire will be distributed. After these two opportunities for public input, DVRPC will 

document the suggested strategies along with the level of support for each and prepare a report 

for NJ DOT and the county. Reports will also be made available to the municipalities. 





Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Regional Public Meeting Summary 

Kingsway Regional High School 

June 19, 1996 

The second of three public meetings was held for the residents of Gloucester County to 
discuss East-West Travel issues across the county. The meeting was conducted by DVRPC and 
attended by about 45 people·. In addition to the residents, Woolwich Township Mayor Joe 
Garozzo and Swedesboro mayor Dave Azzari were in attendance as well as several elected 
officials from Woolwich Township, South Harrison Township and Logan Township. Chuck 
Romick represented the Gloucester County Planning Department and John Ward represented 
DVRPC. 

Mayor Garozzo opened the meeting by . thanking the people for coming out and 
introducing the elected officials in attendance. He indicated his support for this effort and 
indicated that he had hosted a previous meeting in Woolwich Twp. for this study. He then 
introduced Mr. Romick and Mr. Ward. 

Mr. Romick gave an overview of the study process and identified the County 
Freeholders, County Planning Department and NJ DOT as partners in this initiative 

Mr. Ward presented highlights of DVRPC's multi-year data collection effort for this 
study. This included: county growth projections, findings of the traffic counting program, 
observations from the summer weekend field views, travel time surveys and license plate 
surveys. 

Mr. Ward then gave a summary of the meetings which DVRPC held with individual 
municipalities regarding their specific east-west traffic or travel problems. 

Mr. Ward presented a matrix of 14 strategies which had been suggested by the public and 
municipal officials at the earlier municipal meetings. The pros and cons of each strategy's 
impact on the corridor were reviewed; residents were provided with a separate form and asked 
to indicate their opinion of the strategy; either agree, disagree or no opinion. Residents were 

encouraged to write any additional comments on the sheet and hand them in after the meeting. 
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Thirty-two response sheets were handed in and the place of residence of those respondents is as 

follows: Woolwich Twp.- 16, South Harrison Twp. - 4, Harrison Twp. - 3, East Greenwich 

Twp. - 3, Swedesboro - 2, Mantua Twp. - 1, Logan Twp. - 1, unidentified - 2. 

Following is a summary of the responses for each strategy: 

Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Suggested Improvement Strategies 

Survey Results from 6/19196 Meeting at Kingsway Regional H.S. 

Strategy Agree Disagree No 
Opinion 

Do nothing 5 25 0 

Institute growth management strategies 24 3 0 

Initiate access and setback control/provide for local internal circulation 22 3 3 

Provide local transit opportunities 10 9 7 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 21 8 - 0 

improvements 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 18 9 1 

improvements and upgrade network of county roads 

Improve Route 538 19 9 1 

Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 23 5 3 

Strategic intersection and operational improvements on US 322 29 1 1 

Construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 21 10 1 

Widen US 322 and construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 16 12 1 

Construct a new highway on a new alignment 7 21 2 

Improve US 40 7 15 7 

Construct east-west rail line 2 20 8 

Sample size - 32 response forms 

A questionnaire was distributed which residents could fill out and hand in or take with 

them and mail them back to DVRPC. Mr Ward read through the questionnaire and asked if any 

questions needed to be clarified. Seventeen questionnaires were returned at the meeting. 



The floor was then opened to the public for comments. The following is a summary of 

their suggestions: 
- a resident presented a petition against the installation of a "no turn on red" sign for the 
eastbound approach of US 322 at NJ 45. This petition was signed by 114 residents of 

Cider Press Estates (located on EB side of US 322 approximately 2,000 feet west of NJ 

45) 
- an accident survey of CR 538 and CR 694 within South Harrison Twp. was conducted 
by the South Harrison Police Department and presented by a township official. This 
report covers the time period 1990 to present but does not include accidents responded 

to by the NJ State Police who patrol these roads on weekends. This report also does not 

include accidents involving deer hits. With those constraints, this report documents 160 
accidents in the six-year period 1990 through 1995 (26.7 per year) and 10 accidents 
through the first five months of 1996. This township official claimed that this is a 

significant number of accidents for these roads and that this number would increase if 
traffic increased as a result of spreading some of the traffic off of US 322. He expressed 
his concerns for safety along these roads also in light of the fact that subdivisions 
totalling 250 units have been approved with direct access to CR 538. 
- another South Harrison elected official wanted to go on record that he is strongly 

opposed to designating CR 538 as an alternate route to US 322. He stated that South 
Harrison has been designated as a Core Agricultural Area in the State Master Plan and 

increased traffic and development along CR 538 would be contradictory to that 

designation. 
- there was a suggestion made that a new highway could be built in the vicinity of the 
Gloucester Co./Salem Co. boundary where developed land is at a minimum and that this 

new road would better serve east-west traffic than improving the existing facilities. 

- another resident immediately stated that a new highway is not wanted, it would destroy 

valuable farmland and that citizens would organize to fight it 
- a resident suggested that state funding should be made available to municipalities who 

must bear the burden of the summer weekend traffic (some funding could be used for 

enforcement of speeding and passing in no-passing zones) 

- several residents complained about the lack of action, that they were tired of studies and 

wanted to see something built 
- another resident proposed that development should be slowed down in this area 

- no single strategy alone will solve the congestion problems but a coordinated package 

of improvements are needed 
- there was a comment that more money should be spent on improvements in South 

Jersey and that North Jersey gets more than its fair share 



The next steps of the process were reviewed. One more public meeting will be held, the 

opinion survey on the suggested improvement strategies will be conducted and the questionnaire 

will be distributed. After this last opportunity for public input, DVRPC will document the 
suggested strategies along with the level of support for each and prepare a report for NJ DOT 

and the county. Reports will also be made available to the municipalities. 



Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Regional Public Meeting Summary 

Washington Township High School 

June 26, 1996 

The last of three public meetings was held for the residents of Gloucester County to 

discuss East-West Travel issues across the county. The meeting was conducted by DVRPC and 
attended by about 12 people. In addition to the residents, Senator John Matheussen was in 

attendance. Police Chief Sowney represented Washington Township. Morris Bayer represented 
the Gloucester County Planning Department and John Ward represented DVRPC. 

Chief Sowney opened the meeting by welcoming the people to Washington Township and 

thanking them for coming out. He then introduced Mr. Ward. 

Mr. Ward gave an overview of the study process and identified the County Freeholders, 
County Planning Department and NJ DOT as partners in this initiative 

Mr. Ward presented highlights of DVRPC's multi-year data collection effort for this 
study. This included: county growth projections, findings of the traffic counting program, 
observations from the summer weekend field views, travel time surveys and license plate 

surveys. 

Mr. Ward then gave a summary of the meetings which DVRPC held with individual 
municipalities regarding their specific east-west traffic or travel problems. 

Mr. Ward presented a matrix of 14 strategies which had been suggested by the public and 

municipal officials at the earlier municipal meetings. The pros and cons of each strategy's 
impact on the corridor were reviewed; residents were provided with a separate form and asked 

to indicate their opinion of the strategy; either agree, disagree or no opinion. Residents were 
encouraged to write any additional comments on the sheet and hand them in after the meeting. 

Five response sheets were handed in and the place of residence for all respondents was 
Washington Township 

Following is a summary of the responses for each strategy: 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Suggested Improvement Strategies 

Survey Results from 6/26/96 Meeting at Washington Township B.S. 

Strategy Agree Disagree No 
Opinion 

Do nothing 0 5 0 

Institute growth management strategies 5 0 0 

Initiate access and setback control/provide for local internal circulation 3 0 2 

Provide local transit opportunities 2 3 1 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 5 0 0 

improvements 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 5 0 0 

improvements and upgrade network of county roads 

Improve Route 538 2 3 0 

Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 5 0 0 

Strategic intersection and operational improvements on US 322 5 0 0 

Construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 3 2 0 

Widen US 322 and construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 4 1 0 

Construct a new highway on a new alignment 0 5 0 

Improve US 40 1 3 0 

Construct east-west rail line 1 4 0 

Sample size - 5 response forms 

A questionnaire was distributed which residents could fill out and hand in or take with 

them and mail them back to DVRPC. Mr Ward read through the questionnaire and asked if any 

questions needed to be clarified. No questionnaires were returned at the meeting. 

The floor was then opened to the public for comments. No new improvement strategies 

were suggested, however several questions were asked about spreading traffic and what types 

of traffic flow and operational improvements could be done on US 322. The audience appeared 

to support these strategies (E, F and I) and the results of the survey confIrm that. Other 

Questions dealt with the construction of ramps between 1-295 and NJ 42; specifically on what 

impact it would have on the east-west corridor. There was also support for this strategy. 



The next steps of the process were reviewed. All the public meetings have been held, 
DVRPC will tabulate the results of the opinion survey on the suggested improvement strategies 
and the questionnaires. DVRPC will then document the suggested strategies along with the level 
of support for each and prepare a report for NJ DOT and the county. Reports will also be made 

available to the municipalities. 





Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Public Participation Outreach Initiative 

Regional Public Meeting Summary 

South Jersey Chamber of Commerce 
June 27, 1996 

The South Jersey Chamber of Commerce invited DVRPC to attend a meeting of their 
Transportation Committee and discuss the work being done in the Gloucester County East-West 
Corridor. The meeting was attended by 13 members of the committee. DVRPC was 
represented by John Ward. 

John Burkhardt, Urban Engineers, opened the meeting by asking the people around the 
table to introduce themselves. He then introduced Mr. Ward. 

Mr. Ward gave an overview of the study process and identified the County Freeholders, 
County Planning Department and NJ DOT as partners in this initiative 

Mr. Ward presented highlights of DVRPC's mUlti-year data collection effort for this 
study. This included: county growth projections, findings of the traffic counting program, 
observations from the summer weekend field views, travel time surveys and license plate 
surveys. 

Mr. Ward then gave a summary of the meetings which DVRPC held with individual 
municipalities regarding their specific east-west traffic or travel problems. 

Mr. Ward presented a matrix of 14 strategies which had been· suggested by the public and 
municipal officials at the earlier municipal meetings. The pros and cons of each strategy's 
impact on the corridor were reviewed; committee members were provided with a separate form 
and asked to indicate their opinion of the strategy; either agree, disagree or no opinion. They 
were encouraged to write any additional comments on the sheet and hand them in after the 

meeting. Ten response sheets were handed in. 

Following is a summary of the responses for each strategy: 
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Gloucester County East-West Corridor 
Suggested Improvement Strategies 

Survey Results from 6/27196 Meeting at the South Jersey Chamber of Commerce 

Strategy Agree Disagree No 
Opinion 

Do nothing 0 10 0 

Institute growth management strategies 9 1 0 

Initiate access and setback control/provide for local internal circulation 10 0 0 

Provide local transit opportunities 1 7 2 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 7 3 0 

improvements 

Spread traffic among existing facilities by signing and intersection 8 2 0 

improvements and upgrade network of county roads 

Improve Route 538 8 1 1 

Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 8 1 1 

Strategic intersection and operational improvements on US 322 8 1 1 

Construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 3 5 2 

Widen US 322 and construct a bypass around Mullica Hill 3 6 1 

Construct a new highway on a new alignment 6 3 1 

Improve US 40 1 7 2 

Construct east-west rail line 1 6 2 

Sample size - 10 response forms 

A questionnaire was distributed which members could fIll out and hand in or take with 

them and mail them back to DVRPC. No questionnaires were returned at the meeting. 

The meeting was then opened to comments. Chamber members indicated that they had 
presented testimony at public hearings held by Senator Rand in May 1990 concerning an East

West Travel Corridor in Gloucester County. The Chamber's position was, and still is, that a 

widening of County Route 538 to four lanes would be the most beneficial improvement in 
meeting the east-west travel needs of the business and residents of South Jersey. A gentleman 

who identified himself as the owner of the 1-295 Commodore Industrial Park indicated that he 

had told NJ DOT that he was willing to reconstruct US 322 to ease the sharp curve adjacent to 



his property but has not gotten any response on his offer. He asked for suggestions on how to 

proceed with this project. Mr. Burkhardt suggested that he contact his state legislator. Another 
suggestion was to contact Bill Dickinson of NJ DOT Region 4 office in Mount Laurel. Mr. 
Ward indicated that he would certainly document it in his report and convey it to the NJ DOT 
representatives who have been involved with this project. 

The next steps of the process were reviewed. All the public meetings have been held, 
DVRPC will tabulate the results of the opinion survey on the suggested improvement strategies 
and the questionnaires. DVRPC will then document the suggested strategies along with the level 

of support for each and prepare a report for NJ DOT and the county. Reports will also be made 

available to the municipalities. 
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Appendix D 

Questionnaire 





GLOUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
PUBLIC OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE 

1. If you were given $100 to spend to improve east-west travel across the county, how would you divide up the money? 

$ ___ for maintenance of existing roads and intersections $, ___ to build major new roads 
$ for minor improvements to existing roads and intersections $ for public transportation 
$ for widening existing roads and intersections $ oili~ ____________ _ 

2. Aliliough congestion on some roads increases significantly on summer weekends, congestion can be found on the road network 
anytime during the year. Please list ilie most congested locations (up to 5) during ilie summer weekends and the most congested 
locations (up to 5 ) at times other than summer weekends. Be as specific as you can. 
Summer Weekends Other Times 

3. From the list below, please rank those issues which you feel create ilie worst problems for east-west travel across ilie county. 
(1 = creates worst problems, 7 = creates least problems) 

-- Lack of east-west roads 
-- Insufficient capacity on US 322 in older towns (Mullica Hill, Richwood, Glassboro, Williamstown) 
-- New residential and retail developments in the corridor 
-- Travelers unfamiliar with oilier east-west roads besides US 322 
-- Out-of-state pass-through traffic 
__ Truck traffic in the corridor __ Oilier _______________________________________________________ _ 

4. Please indicate which of ilie following improvements you would support to reduce congestion and improve mobility for east-west 
travel across the county. (,/ = support) 

-- Mullica Hill Bypass (recognizing that some homes or businesses would need to be taken for the new road) 
__ Mullica Hill Bypass (only if no homes or businesses would need to be taken for the new road) 
_ Widen US 322 
__ Improve US 322 in older towns even if it required some residential or business takings 
__ Improve major intersections along US 322 
__ Spread traffic among existing roads with signing, intersection improvements and upgrading selected county roads 
__ Construct missing movement ramps at 1-295 and NJ 42 
__ Construct a new highway on new alignment __ Oilier __________________________________________ _ 

5. What could citizens or local officials in your municipality do to address congestion and facilitate East-West travel across the 
county. 



6. Please rank the following land use strategies to best shape the future of this corridor. (1 = best strategy) 

Preserve open space and farmland 
Provide for more parks and recreational areas 
Concentrate new development near existing infrastructure (roads, waterlines, sewer lines etc.) 
Build new east-west roads 
Expand growth into undeveloped areas ___ Oilier ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

7. Where do you live? (Name of Township or Borough) ___________________ _ 

8. Additional comments and suggestions concerning East-West travel across Gloucester County. 

GLOUCESTER COUNTY EAST-WEST CORRIDOR 
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION OUTREACH INITIATIVE 

The highway network in Gloucester County, like in many of the other counties in the region, was developed in a radial orientation 

towards Camden and Philadelphia. These spoke-like highways offer many options for north-south travel through Gloucester County 

and played a large part in the development patterns of the county. The major deficiency of this network has been the lack of adequate 
facilities to accommodate east-west travel across the county. Because of the County's projected high growth rates for population 

and employment, the county will see an increasing need to facilitate east-west travel. The intent of these questions is to gather 

information on the public's opinions concerning opportunities for east-west travel across Gloucester County. 

The Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission is conducting this survey at the request of the Gloucester County Freeholders, 

Gloucester County Planning Department and New Jersey DOT to identify problems and potential solutions concerning east-west travel 

across the county. Your answers to these questions will help shape potential transportation improvements within the county. You 

may give this questionnaire to DVRPC staff or if you would like more time to fill it out, you should fold it on the dashed lines, seal 

it and mail completed forms to DVRPC at the address below. 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
The Bourse Building 
111 S. Independence Mall East 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-2515 

Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission 
The Bourse Building 
111 S. Independence Mall East 
Philadelphia, PA 19106-2515 

Attention: J. Ward 

PLACE 

STAMP 

HERE 
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Additional Public Comment 





Many of the returned opinion surveys contained written comments about individual 

strategies, groups of strategies or general comments about east west travel. Listed below is a 

summary of those comments. 

Strategy A 

something has to be done traffic is horrendous in Mullica Hill 

need solution; bypass around Mullica Hill 

do something but do not change 322 in any way except lower speed limit 

doing nothing is what got us to this point 

something has to be done; we live on 322 and have had deaths from vehicular accidents 

in front of our home 

doesn't address growth problem 

improvements must be made soon or options will disappear due to people growth 

Strategy B 

growth is inevitable and desired to maintain quality of life 

probably to late for Harrison 

do not want state to tell me what to do with my land 

to some degree this needs to be instituted 

this should be done regardless of decision on new road 

Harrison Township must initiate better planning; developments now empty onto 322 and 

45 they add to their traffic problem 

can be done in conjunction with another strategy - E 

Harrison Township should heed this patchwork mess 

Strategy C 

better use of existing physical plant 

not a solution 

impacts homeowners on roads 

immediate paybacks 

it all begins with local planning and zoning 

works for towns that have room for development not existing towns with no room for 

development 

Harrison Township has local traffic mess with developments and setbacks - Cider Press 

on 322 



Strategy D 
does not address out-of-state use 

increases potential development 

doesn't solve problem 

addresses some local traffic problems 

strongly agree - P ATCO rail line 

people will not park their cars 

Strategy E 
is a small help to situation 

best improvement; best for state and our area 

short term and safety implications unless you improve side roads 

does not address problem 

divert from 322 to other roads - 538 - 40 

causes increase traffic on township roads; small budget for repairs 

yes help signage but not detour to other roads 

traffic lights at 538 and 322 and also at Kings Highway and 322 need left turn lights or 

delayed green 

does not solve problem 20 years from now; existing roads, 536 and 694, can not handle 

increase traffic 

places road improvements onto local towns and county residents 

being done with strategy B can be helpful 

try this first 

Strategy F 

is a small help to solution 

short term and safety implications unless you improve side roads 

does not address problem 

widen 538 to 55 

only places same problem elsewhere and does not address local problems 

no increase of traffic to other roads 

signal at Old Mill with left turn each way; make Mill Road one way north; right turn 

lane at Harrison House (Mullica Hill) 

these are needed regardless 

lets do it 



Strategy G 
this would help reduce traffic on RT 322 

best plan I've seen 

the only viable alternative - bypass Swedesboro by going down Tomlin Station 

does not address problem 

from 322 to 55 

OK to improve existing road; do not widen RT 538 to take us into the 21st Century 

538 is now crowded in AM and PM for commuter traffic; also Friday Saturday and 

Sunday for shore traffic; this road runs through rural towns and should be preserved 

put more double lines in and reduce speed limits 

1 reside on 538, road is bad now 

yes 538 needs improvement but not to increase overflow of 322 

this should be done regardless because of traffic volume already existing 

against state master plan; will cause increase development pressure; destruction of 

farmland; not where the problem exists 

in conjunction with B and E can be very helpful 

this is the route supported by the Chamber (of Commerce of Southern New Jersey) 

Strategy H 
people will not go north to go south 

2 edge sword - could add to flow in southern corridor 

does not address problem 

give information at bridge toll booths for P A people 

yes - RT 42 and 1-295 is an embarrassment 

doesn't serve people going to Ocean City and south to Cape May 

monies would be better spent in study area, traffic signals and intersection improvements 

will reduce some problems 

this is a very logical choice 

yes! yes! should have been done years ago 

Strategy I 
make no-passing zones in front of developments - Mill Race Farms 

no-passing; control the traffic flow with funds to police departments 

should be done in conjunction with others like 538 - signing, etc 

need subsidizing of enforcement (extra police) 

not long term solution 



Make Mill Rd one way north; put light with left tum both ways at Old Mill on Main St -

RT 45 (Mullica Hill) 

light at RT 322 and RT 45 - change light so east on RT 322 can tum right at same time 

as north on RT 45 can tum left onto W 322 

increase light timings at 322/45, 295 Commodore Business (industrial park), Wawa 

before 55 (Richwood) 

no tum on red at RT 322 and RT 45 coming from RT 322 

make a left tum lane at the Shell station and increase the left tum lane length at 322 

westbound - Harrison House (Mullica Hill) 

322 was planned as a major east-west route; updating to accommodate the increase in 

volume is the way to go 

do not widen road in front of our home - next to Wawa (CR 538); too noisy now 

leave RT 45 and RT 322 with a Right Tum On Red 

put traffic signal at RT 607 to control traffic flow 

reduce the speed limit between Commodore Barry Bridge and Wawa (CR 538) on RT 

322 and enforce it; fix "the curve" near Commodore 295 

may delay major improvement needed on 322 with bypass 

improve/widen existing 322 

Strategy J 
this would help cure one of the worst traffic congested areas 

too much lost; wont save; bad for environment; will destroy business 

around Mullica Hill but not historic Main St; no parking on 45 would help 

RT 322 has been a major corridor through Mullica Hill for hundreds of years; residents 

who live there now know that traffic has always been a problem; they chose to move 

there; therefore you should widen 322 in the main area of Mullica Hill; don't make their 

problem someone else's by condemning farmland elsewhere 

only fixes part of the issue and would impact more residential then others 

this is the solution - how long? 

now this makes sense combined with F, H and I 

best alternative due to cost constraints 

there is just as much need for a bypass around Richwood as in Mullica Hill; after 

Richwood the traffic divides between 322 and 55 going east; its time to get moving 

before the problem worsens 

strongly disagree 

only if immediately around Mullica Hill 



need to define where bypass will go; if it stays in Harrison Township I agree; if bypass 

extends into other townships I disagree 

takes open ground but maintains small town charm 

time has come 

construct Mullica Hill Bypass 

too much land acquisition 

seems most logical 

this is a good choice but K is better 

causes the same problems in a different location 

B/C ratio probably doesn't justify 

Strategy K 

this seems to be the best solution to the problem 

you are satisfying out-of-state drivers at the expense of Mullica Hill residents 

widening of 322 would not be needed with a bypass 

too much lost; wont save; bad for environment; will destroy business environmental 

problems 

no - reroute 322 traffic to 538 then Old Mill Rd to 55 

probably the best - realistic but cost prohibitive - do not widen 322 without other fix 

would take longer to build than bypass, community opposition strong 

too much development at this point - waited too long 

afraid widening will encourage more traffic from out-of-state into an area which is 

already growing quickly 

use existing highway to funnel more traffic 

your traffic counts show 322 to 55 is the preferred route - make it work 

widen 322 but not to 4 lanes and fix speed limits and double lines 

too many homes and properties would be effected by the widening; properties could not 

handle the traffic increase 

strongly disagree 

what are you waiting for? 

construct Mullica Hill Bypass 

widening to 4 lanes would empty twice as many cars into Mullica Hill faster 

better than new road with disruption across entire county 

agree only if alternate stays within Mullica Hill; widen yes but alternate route would cut 

through other townships - same problem 



Strategy L 

this would relieve traffic congestion both local and shore; and bring safety to our present 

road 

too much development in area, environmental problems 

unrealistic cost implications 

do it! 

not good for the environment to build new roads; use what's already there, ie RT 322 

this does not need to be built; I think we can use the roads already in existence 

this is the safest alternative for existing residents but was never explained to public 

sounds great but too many acquisitions and problems for many families 

acquire land at low cost and it will not be a band-aid solution as the strategies above are 

agree even if it was along 538; eliminate driveways onto major road 

strongly disagree 

no new highway, we'll fight it! 

too many negative effects 

must see proposed route before opinion is given 

I think ultimately the DVRPC will recommend this strategy 

disagree unless road alt. would be in far South Jersey, Salem County to handle 

Delaware and points south traffic 

No! No! turnpike or new 4 lane highway 

not enough information to determine overall B/C 

Strategy M 
would help some 

who cares 

it isn't related 

save it for Salem County 

disagree, money is needed for this corridor 

states should improve for long term 

alt. around Woodstown would dissipate southern traffic with minimal impact to town 

Strategy N 
not necessary 

rail lines might help daily traffic but not weekends 

why? 

it isn't related 



not practical 

belongs with the other antiques in Mullica Hill 

yes Glassboro to Camden/Phila or to Trenton but not for shore traffic 

General 

make 322 from Mullica Hill to Richwood a no-passing zone because this is the only 

straight break away to pass; the traffic picks up speed and when I want to make a left 

tum into my driveway I have had several near misses because the people want to pass 

and I have slowed down to make a left tum 

another traffic problem is at 45 and at the Old Red Mill (Mullica Hill) because of the 

traffic problem from 45 to Mill Rd; People go straight and make a left at the Old Mill 

to avoid the stop sign; this endangers people at the stop sign trying to make a left on to 

45 south to go to 77 south; my car was under the trailer of a truck trailer because the 

trucker wanted to make the left to avoid the stop sign 

Block off Blue Route and Commodore Barry Bridge 

Strategies F,G,H,I: combinations of any or all of these will be very beneficial; I can't 

see them being short term relief; also can be done relatively soon; very few cons in these 

categories 

Strategies E, F, G, H, I: prefer a combination of signing, intersection improvements, and 

alternate routes 

when traffic going east to 55 comes to the Shell station (Mullica Hill), go straight on 45 

south to 77 south, to intersection of 538, tum left onto 538, at first intersection (CR 641) 

make a left it's a straight run to 55; this would relieve the traffic congestion in 

Richwood 

need No Tum On Red sign at 45 and 322 (Harrison House) so Mullica Hill residents can 

get out of their driveways; safety issue 

322 could be widened but some of the highway could be below grade 

there is no one solution; a multi faceted approach will have the most benefit 

state has right of ways already, strategy J and K are best alternative to problem; improve 

322 and construct bypass around Mullica Hill 

put the solution where you have the problem - Mullica Hill; Lower Gloucester County 

is not vacant land, its the best of our farmland and what's left of our greenspace and 

natural areas 
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Yield on 
traffic 
plans 
Public input to help. 
cut east-west snarlS 
By ELLIOT GOLDBERG 
Staff Wrlter 

The Delaware Valley Regional 
Planning Commission is getting 
ready for three public meetings 
to thrash out opinions about how 
to best deal with east-west traffic 
snarls in Glouc:estar County. 

Exact meeting dates baven't 
~ announced, but the regional 

. "planning agency says It doesn't 
want a repeat of the indignation 
that greeted the New Jersey 
Turnpike Authority's defunct 
plans for an east-weat connector 
road. __ 

Because of the public outcry, 
the turnpike panel last year 
killed off immediate plans for a 
connector that would have 
bisected the county and linked 
the toll road with the Atlantic 
City Expressway. 

The DVRPC, however, started 
studying east-west traffic flows 
even before the ill-fated turnpike 

. proposal emerged in lata 1994. A 
: new phase of the county study 
: calls for public input, said John 

Ward, the DVRPC's senior trans
portation planner. 

"You know what happened 
with the turnpike thing. They 
did it in a black box. Nobody 
knew what was going on ... Not 
that we have a project like the 
turnpike connector: Ward said ... 

As a planning agency, the 
DVRPC has no power to build or 
even suggest a massive road 
project. 

The $93,000 traffic-count 
phase, now nearing completion, 
has concentrated on peak volume 
on U.S. Route 322 between the 
Commodore Barry Bridge east to 
Route 55. Most emphasis has 
been put on weekend days 

" "", during the summer, when shore
bound traffic can boost vehicle 
counts by 8,000 to more than 
20,000 a day on Borne segments 
of Routa 322. 

DVRPC and county officials 
expect the study to yield sugges
tions for having less traveled 
east-west roads take some of the 
Route ~22 load, with signs 
directing motorists to alternate 
routes, intersection and signal 
improvements, road widening 
and short-segment bypasses 
around bottlenecks. 

(See TRAFFIC, Page A-B) 
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PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, SUNDAY, APRIL 7, 1996 

Plans for an east-west 
highway went nowhere. 
Thi~ time, officials are 
mak1Qg 'Sure they .listen 
to the community. 

\ 

Dy'DaYld Kiene), 
IIIQUIRII\ COUUPONDIHT 

WOODBURY\- One year after res
IdenlS IIC1IltIed propolllll. for. four· 
lane hlpwlY thai would have 
sllce4 tbrough Gloucester County 
backyards, bllllneaes and farm· 
land. a different plannJlII commls
slon Is ,nemng tbe ond of a three
year trIIlrlc study. 

And IrIIIdIq very glngerty. 
The Delaware Valley RegIonal 

P1annlPI Co_I.lon. In fact 
wants to make It clear tbatlt Is not 
Ibe New Jeney Turnpike Aulborlty, 
the alancy that flCed mUillve pub
lic oppotitlOn to 113 toll·road pro
poaaI before killing It lasl April. 

L1kewlle, Ihe planners allbe PbU· 
adelphia-based Rlency are trying to 
avoid I label Ibe t1ll'llplke authority 

. wore, WlfmlY or not a year Igo: a 
bureaucracy DnwUlIng to listen 10 
Ibe public, 

New highway plans won't bypass the public 
The DVRPC Is launching a four· 

. montb erfort to Hek Input from lo-
WT·WEST UlfFIC from GL 1 

road, SIIys the DVRPC Is 011 the right 
track - as long as It CIlIl educate 
people on both .sides of the river 

. lbout Ibe trlvel litemitive/!. 

cal olllciaia and reslclenl8. Planners 
will appear at meetings to answer 
queetlona about tbe1r stucty t,bls 
month. In J\UIe, they 'will holt Ibrie 
co_Wllty meetia&f, as yet .. ~ 
ldIed1lIed, 10 find out what county 
reeldenll tblnlt are the moet .rlous 
aut·weIt trlDlpomtlo!1 probllDlS .. 

'\ " know at certain bOlm, cm.ain 
dA)'lI, certain times of the year not to 
go near Route 322," lbe Woolwich 
Township homemaker said. 

Tha meatlnf coincide wllb tbe 
concltlllon 0 the cClllllll1salon's: 
5200,000 ItUdy of trlme patterns; 
Ilonl Route 322. a pop1llar lUIIIIIler· 
time artery for South, Jeraey and 
I'8nnsylvanla rlllclanlJ beaded to 
the Shora. The state Department of 
transportation and' Glow:ellter 
County paid for Ibe lIudy, .-

'lbe co_iaalon will lIltely rec
ommend lOme Intersection 1m· 
provemenl8, minor wldenlng 01 

',- Route manll. new 111111 to dlaperse 
trame onto olber counl}\roads, said 
John Ward, Ibe DVRPC planner 
ovel'lle8lDI tbe project. 

"Thllil very different then what 
WI8 done with the turnpike," he 
said. . 

As Is often the case with 8\1gge5-
Ilona (or road Improvements In the 
countY,not everyonellrees. Among 
tlwn Is newty elected Soulb Harrl· 
son Councilman ROler Samlrllno, a 
vocal critic of the turnpike plan 
wllo formld • group to keep an eye 
on dlecosalons about the road -
even .ncr officials IMlsted It W09 
dud. 

"I'lli a little cynical," he said lui 
week. "I think they ulttmately want 
olle rout. from the Commodore Bar· 
ry Brld.e east·west througb 
Gloucettllr CoUIllJ..lO-AAl.~ 
whether' It's'. two-lane road o~ ,II 
four.llne hlghwlY. The public meel· 
Ings are I W8Y to say, 'We wenl 10 
the people.' .. 

Samartino. IlIte others, .uppdr~ 
wldenJng Route 322 and building, 
Mullica HU! bypass, en Ide.tbe st~11I 
has long studied but ultimately diS
miSled for lack o( money. ':.':' 

Janl A. Mangano. Inother outspo
ken realdBllt wbOle home would 
have been' IKt'Ifteed In .he toll 

Others apparently do nOl 
Tbe COIIIIIlIssiou found that sam

mer weekends bring thollSlJlds of 
Iiddltiolllli can, on certain pII1B 01 
thc state route, which cuts through 
LopD and WOOlwich, winds 

through Mullica Hill, theu sbooIJ 
through GIlSSbolO and Monroe. 'lbe 
surrolllldlDg coonty road network 
_ much mote modest Increases 
during the summer . 

Tha Idea, Ward said. Is III use new 
signs to shlft llOIIl8 of that trafIIA; 
onlO different COWlty roads, de
pending 011 wbere drivers Ire 
headed. 
PlpriD~ out jill! where to chan· 

Del IbOBe cars is ODe aim of the pub
lic aesslOIIS. Ward says he expects 
some residents to oppoee malting 
their rOIIda a1ternlte routes 10 the 

Shore, and figures thai rite COUDty 
and Ibe state will bave to compro. 
mise with Ibe towlISbips 10 reach a 
SOlutioD. : 

After the pub\k: meetiDgII, llie 
DVRPC planners will draft I repon 
and Issue recommenclatiolll III the 
couuty freebolders and the state ()e. 
~tofTT~rtetio~ , 

"There's goinl to be some give
Ind·take, IUId some of the munlcl· 
palities Ire golqto bave to work 
together," be IIld. '1rs Dot jllS! a 
parocbJal i.vnte." 



elief 
f roes 

n322? 
Traffic solutions 
aired in Woolwich 

WOOLWICH TWP. - In the 
search for ways to reduce U.S. 
Route 322 traffic: congestion, iii. 
Delaware Valley Regional Plan· 
ning Commission representative 
Thunday night jotted. down 
slluestions from by toW1l.Ship 
committee members, other local 
officials and residents. 

The DVRPC is conducting 
traffic movement studies Oli a 
heavily traveled sernoD.8 of the 
road, one of the county's few 
east-west arteries. The &g8.l:U:Y ill 
sending staffers to meetings ill 
municipalities that have 
requested input into poS'Sible 
solutions. 

DVRPC representative John 
Waxd pointed oul: the inmase ill 
area development over the last 
10 years on maps. Gloucester 
County PIai:mmg Director Chuck 
Romick gave some background 
011 increased traffic flows on 
Route 322, the only major 
highway rwming mm the 
western portion of Gloucester 

(See TRA.FFiC, Pap A-2) 
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County to South Jersey shore 
areas - a problem that is w.orst 
during the summer months. 

"A few years ago, we asked the 
DVRPC to conduct a study of 
traffic movement in the 322 
area," Romick said. "We asked 
them to review the network, with 
improvements to help the traffic 
flow' there has been data collet
tion.' looking at traffic coun~ and 
land use obstructions. Prior to 
the last phase. we recommellded 
public outreach.» 

Ward kicked off his presenta
tion by saying. "The prob,lems 
can get worse if we don t do 
anything." He showed maps of 
the ana as part' of If. "Travel 
Time Study," which offered 
several alternatives to 322, and 
the time it would take to reach 
shore points by using the alter
natives. He also showed a lieellse 
plate SW'1/'ey of the origins and 
numbers ofvehieles heading to 
the shore Ilia: Route 322. 

Ward also o~d data 
suggesting long-term grow~ in 
the county also reql1U'"fi 
addressing the problem. DVRPC 
projections say that by the y:~ 
2020, Gloucester County ml1illCl
palities will have grown by 261.8 
percent in population and 277 
percent in employment over 1990 
levels. . . 

"We're reaching out to mwuCl
palities» Ward said. "We're not 
here to' say, 'Here's what YOI1 

need.' You need to tell us what 
your problems are." 

And that they did. Kingsway 
Regional High School Superin
tendent Terrence Crowley said 
the intersection of Kings 
Highway and Route 322 often 
creaies "a real and potential 
impact on students" in terms of 
safety. He expressed concern 
about a lack of turn.ing lanes and 
a crest in the roadway that 
mak.es for poor visibility. Prob
lems are especially after acute 
after school sports events in the 
spring and fall, he said. 

"We have not heard from the 
state yet on this,' Crowley noted. 
"I'm requesting the problem be 
addressed and widen tum lanes 
and sign~ controls. This will 
reduce accidents and the flow of 
tra.ffic.~ . 

Mayor Joseph Rizzi presented 

... \,1 ..... ,.;". --:,~6..:-0 ... .l.VUQ UVAU IoU.C \tV...,,,-
ship police department. They 
included reducing speeds in the 
area between New Jersey Turn
pike Exit 2 and Interstate 295 
from 50 to 45 mph; enacting 
no-passing zones between Kings 
Highway lind Paulsboro Road, 
and between Exit .2 and Pauls-

boro Road; and widening the 
Route 322·Kings Highway and 
Route 322-Swedesboro-Paulsboro 
Road inter-seetiOllll. 

County Freeholder Stephen 
Atkinson told residents county 
officials would be "sensitive to 
your concerns," and in.&rmed 
them of another ongoing stll-dy 
~th Rutgen University 
regarding inc:reasiDg east-west 
public tTaIlsportation as a 
further means to reduce the 
number of vehicles clogging the 
area. 

Residents erpressed desires fur 
repainted road lines; placing 
streetlights on dark. roa~. 
particularly Route 538; wide.nmg 
certain sections of Route 322 and 
levelina the road bed in others; 
adding b traffic lights and tum 
lanes; placing mgns advising 
shore-goers of alternate routes; 
and increasing the number of 
waming signs around dangerous 
curves such liS one on Route 322 
near Stone-Meetinghouse Road. 

While PEOple gave 9uggestiOns. 
'Freeholder Raymond Zane n 
warned of potential problems 
that may be caused in the Elffort 
to solve others. 

'J.)O you Itllow now mUCll a 
traffic light can cost?" asked 
Zane, the freeholder who is 
responsible for the county 
highway department. "From 
$200,000 to $500,000," he said. 

Zane also llaid costs for elimi
nating dips in roads can also run 
high, pointing to di~cussio~!lS 
'about a $3 million estimate Jor 
doing the !Jame thing along a 
three-quarwr mile section of 
Breakneck Road. And he said 
diverting Route 322 traffic onto 
Route 538, a dark road, may 
~ accidents. 
. "I lmow we need Ii solution. 
Thet"e are some ~f1t ideas. but 
you've got to know what you're 
getting into, a he added. 

Ward said that three addi
tional meetings, combining 
several municipalities that 
would be affected by any 
changes, will most likely be held 
befOre the summer. In the mean
time all information coming out 
of Thursday's meeting will be 
presented in a report to. the 
municipality and for conSider
ation by the state Department of 
Transportation, whose represen
tatives were unable to attend. 
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Trying to unclog the corridor 
Public meeting explores options to easing ?,affic along Route 322 

By DIANE M. WATSON 
Staff Writer 

SOUTH HARRISON TWP_ -
After appee.ring at the Woolwich 
Towpship municipal building 
two weeka ago. John Ward, 
BeDior transportation planner for 
tiill· Delaware Valley Regional 
PJ'anning Commillion, contillued 
to.make biB rounds in GloUCll8ter 
COtinty. 

Ward paid a visit to the South 
Harrison Elementary School 
Tuesday night to discus. 
reducing tnU6c: on Route 322. 

The meeting was part of an 
ongoing study of traffic move
ment on the road from the 
Commodore Barry Bridge to 
Rout' 55. Route 322 is one of the 
rew east·west corridor's in the 
county and a path maD)' shore· 
goen use to hit the beach during 
the summer. . -

At a municipality's request, the 
DVRPC will send a representa· 
tive to acquire input from resi· 
dents regarding. minimizing 
traffic congestion, and present 
the facts and figures of their 
particular area to work together 
to achieve a solution. 
. Department of Transportation 

representative David C("x was 
present for th'e meeting. and 
mentioned two projects under 
discussion in the capital 

improvements program that 
have bearing on the Route 322 
fuue. The first would involve 
widerung 322 from two to four 
lanea from 295 to the Mullica 
Hill interchange at Route 45.' 
The second plan would improve 
the use of ramPl' at the junction 
of Route 42 and Rout. 295 to 
amend traffic Oow. 

When one resident inquired 
about the bottlenedr.ing that may 
occur when 322 is widened from 
two to four Ian. to Mullica Hill, 
Cox said the proposition was 
"preliminary engineering" and 
the specifics etill Deed to be 
fleshed out. 

"We recognize there are prob
lema in the corridor; the prob
lema don't resolve themselves," 
Cox said. He said the length of 
time OIl whateve:- projects would 
be recommended by the DVRPC 
after the end of the year would 
depend on the scope of the 
prqject. 

. Ward presented various facts 
and figures. He showed maps of 
the area as he d.isplayed a 
"Travel Time Study" in various 
forms, which offered Beveral 
travel alternatives to 322. the 
time it would taka to reach the 
&ho~e points and how they would 
help cut down on heavy traffic. 

He also explained a "License 
Plate Survey," which examined 
wbere most of the people came 

from as they headed dOWll Route County to the sboTe. termir 
322, and noted how maD.)' care much of the open land in thl 
passed through. area "cheap" tbat could I 

On a chart which compared utilized with a new road 
population and employment 'provide accessibility to Routl 
numbers from 1990 with tbe, 45, 55 and 47. 
projected numbers for the year . . 
2020, the DVRPC expected Wh~le most did not approve I 

South Harrison to experieDce a creabne a new east-we~t rout. 
20.8 percent growth in popula. ~I .~pported the Idea ( 
tion and a 99.8 percent growth in 1~~ traffic flow - whethc 
employment. Wlth lmprove~ents to Route 32 

In an effort to prevent the or by expandl~g Route 42 - i 
numbers from escalating any an effort to direct tramc: awa 
further, people are attempting to from the area. Much. of th 
ascertain altematP. routes and out-of-state shore tra!Hc 15 ~\eJ 
exploring poasible improvements ated ~Y PenD8ylvania re8~dent 
to the county roads. cr~8slng the Walt W}utma 

Although many ideas were B~dg&.' 
presented by concerned residents :wtay do we have to pay th 
in the school gymnasium, one pnce for out-of-state people t 
general consensus that received come .,!hrougb to go down th 
applause was that no "improve. s~ore. u~ed ODe woman. 
ments" _ or changes _ be made ~e don t ,care where they g< 
to Route 538. we Just don t ~ant them here. 

"We do not want to 8ee Route another man said. 
538 <Swedesboro·Franklinville Ward said thnt thre 
Road) improved," one resident "regiona'''mectings. combinin. 
ad\'ised Ward. "(The problem) is several municipalities tha 
not 538; we need to build a would be affected by at: 
bypass around Mullica Hill. We changes. will mt·~t likely be hp,\. 
don't want the problem shifted in June before the DVRP( 
down south.- makes its final recommende 

Others were . in favor of a tions. In the meantime, all infor 
bypass around Mullica Hill. and mati on gained by the meetin . 
one man even proposed an will be presented in a reoort t' 

. entirely new east·west corridor the municipality and for consid 
beginning in Oldmans Township eration by the state Departmen 
and running through Salem of Transportation. 
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Rte.322 
traffic 
meetings 
a snarl 
.Tomorrow, Glouco's 
tl-J.rd public session,' 
should draw bumper-to
bumper attendance. 
Agreement? Well ... 

By Matt White 
INQUIRER CORRESPONDENT 

As John Ward is discovering, 
building a consensus is no easy 
trick in the traffic business. 

A month ago, Ward, the senior 
traffic engineer for the Delaware 
Valley Regional Planning Commis
sion, began holding a series of pub
lic meetings on the future of east
west transportation in Gloucester 
County. 

A meeting in Woolwich drew 
about 30 people, he said, and South 
Harrison had about 80. But he and 
local officials believe those figures 
will be dwarfed at the final meet
ing, at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Little 
Theater at Clearview Regional Jun
ior High School in Rarrison. 

Route 322 and its future, Ward 
said, have been the focus of the 
meetings. So far, agreement has 
been scarce. 

"One thing everyone agrees on is 
that they don't want more traffic on 
their roads," Ward said. 

-- InWoolwich,whlchis bisected by 
Route 322, residents spoJ(e up "for 

. plans designed to divert traffic onto 
what are now quiet back roads 
around the county before major 
overhauls are considered for 322. 

In South Harrison, several miles 
south of 322, residents wanted to 
throw money at 322 because the ex
tra traffic would otherwise end up 
on their quiet back roads. 

In Harrison, a comment about 322 
traffic in any 'diner or antique shop 
will get you a conversation, if not a 
fight. The road splits the town 
lengthwise and routinely clogs the 
downtown strip in Mullica Hill with 
Shore and commercial traffic. 

Harrison officials have been push· 
ing hard to get out word of tumor 
row's meeting, putting annoUJice 
ments on a local cable station and in 
newspapers. 
. "This is very important in Harri
son," Mayor Charles Tisa said. "The 
DRVPC wants to help us out, and 
they have the money to do it. They 

. have a possible way to bypass Mul
lica Hill center, but if we're going to 
do that, we have to be careful about 
how we [allow) building. We have to 
get on the same page." 

One local businessman, however, 
feels the time for a bypass has come 
and gone. . 

"That's been an alternative for 
the past 50 years," said George 
Benas, owner of Harrisun House, a 
restaurant on Route 45.' "There's 
been so much development in the 
area, the routes they'd like to take 
are developed. Fifteen years ago, it 
would have been great. As a tax
payer, rather than figure it out with 
a big-ticket item, I'd like to try to 
work with what we have using al
ternative routes." 

"That's what they'd like to do," 
Tisa said, "but then South Harrison 
doesn't like that." 

Traffic in Mullica Hill can some
times resemble that of the clogged 

See TRAHIC on GL3 

'322 traffic: 
Moving topig 
at meetings': 

TRAFFIC from GL 1 .... 
streets of Woodbury or Deptfor 
residents. say. For close to a ill!' 
through the business district, thi 
fie from Route 32~ joins traffic fro 
Route 45. The .crush creates unsa: 
conditions, they say; as cars con 
through the center of town_ ," 

It is slightly safer in the summe 
others contend; because'the traf! 
is at a bumper-te-bumper crawh 
.most every day.:. -'.' 

"All the locals' seem to know aIte 
nate routes and the times of day: 
stay off 322,"Benas said."( 

Other possible fixes - such as'c 
recting traffic off the Commodo'J 
Barry Bridge onto smaller roadwa: 
or completing connecting rampsb 
tween Interstate 295 and Route 42' 
draw traffic to those highways' 
have been suggested at past meE 
ings, Ward said, and probably wi 
be agafnat 'tomorrow's. '0;" 

"What the program will lead to 
we'll compile input froni the re~ 
dents into a report for the sta 
planners," he said. "Then they 
have a feeling from residents th 
'this is what you should be purs 
ing.' " 

Three more public meetings -
discuss specific .east-west trav 
problems - will be held in JU[) 
though the dates have not b~E 
scheduled. The DRVPC will th, 
su bmit its recommendations to tJ 
state Department of Transportatio 
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uggesti ns on 
easing Route 322 
traffic sought 

m~ to u.teD to what he(
been said in the put imd. w~ 
out ~ soIutiGaa... . --.~ 
. War4 Wti. thIIt 'Romick wUt' 

The Delaware Valley Regional apin bethehftorepnllellt theI
PlanningCominisBion i!l urging county. ilDd'eoDiecme from ~ 
residents who haveilnggestions DOT win be preuent abw ~ 
for reducing the liJll~unt of traffic ansWer qUestiOJUl. He said thIY 
along U.S. Route 322 to make DVRPC will mOOt likely have «! 
them':"" and soon. package prepared to hand out;:, 

Over the past couple ofmontha, containing both a matrix thattJ 
DVRPC Senior' Transportation will identif1801utions p~ 
Planner John w~. Gloucester by l'e8ideat8 at put meetmgBt 
County Pian.niIlg Director Chuck and po88ibJy a queatioonaile ~. 
Romick and Department of people mat fill out em the spot riiJ 
Transportation representative mail back to the DVRPC. ' ::' 
David· COl[ have been:, meeting '. He wdreaidentB have bM~ 
with local municipalities individ- providing valuable input! 
ually to seek comments and re~ the ~t condi~ 
questiOns • from' the public of the ~ ~bave Iegi~ 
concerning increased use of concerns·' 'aboUt ,ita fat8~:, 
Route 322. Now, three regional Following ·the local ~ 
meetings have been scheduled at wbieh were ~ Ward ~ 
sepai"llte 'locations' across the . the DOT has m.dJ ~ 
county so the"mtij(;tRy 'of re8i- I'm ~'tO', ., Of'_ 
dents," Would,buffected. may su~ .. ~q.. to .. r .~. lleaIC 

. attend.· ":,,o~ , ~~ta8Udf' 
The first Dleet4agi8;sUd:ed.fOl' .;~~. 'till /mel ~'limitl 

June, 11 at' CleW"Vlew High ~, The seale IIDP~ 
School; the second for June 19 at ments, he aaid,are those to ~ 
Kingsway Regional High School; mcluded.in the matrix to sJ 
IlDd the third,will be held J~e wh~t theievel of support th~ 
26 at Washington Township recmve. '. ~~, 
High School. All of the meetings Watd noted that the locationf: 
are scheduled fur 'I p.m. were determined for the OOIlVe!'i 

The DVRPC has been mence of the residents, but tb.~ 
conducting ongoing traffic move- presentation will be wili'orm at; 
ment studies of the road, which the three meetinp. ~Jt 
is one of the coUJ!.ty's few east- "This will buicaJly be the ~ 
west arteries -; and the major meeting at each location; we'ri.; 
preference of summertime having three so people don't ~ 
Shore-goers - resulting in hl'.avy to go across the county· t.f: 
traffic congestion. Ward said that attend," Ward said. "People aijf. 
while the other meetings, held at certainly invited to come to moif. 
a township's request, were aimed than one, but it's not neeesu.~; 
more toward a part of 322 since they will aU be the s~e? 
running through their particular We certainly won't turn anyone' 
area, these meetings are open to away: -' 
anyone and everyone as a more Indeed, Ward says, just thi 
generalized forum. opposite - and encouragei' 

"These (meetings) are open to people to turn out to make th~ 
anybody," Ward said. "We'd like own suggestions before the stu~ 
to discuss the input from the is wrapped up. - : 
individual meetings, suggested "This most likely the 1aa'C 
solutions, and, to give other opportunity for this study tlult 
people an· opportunity who people have to give input," l\f 
weren't able to attend the other said. 
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lanning commission co 
~)\/,H, ~ 

.::The I!lelalware Valley ltegional 
Planning Commission is urging 
residents who have suggestions 
for reducing the amount oftraffic 
along U.S. Route 322 to make 
them - and soon. 

Over the past few months, 
DVRPC Senior Transportation 
Planner John Ward, Gloucester 
County Planning Director Chuck 
Romick and Department of 
Transportation representative 
David Cox have been meeting 
with local municipalities to seek 
comments and questions from 
the public concerning increased. 
use of Route 322. 

Now, three regional meetings 
have been scheduled at separate 
locations across the county so the 

majority of residents who would 
be affected may attend. 

The first meeting is slated for 
June 11 at Clearview High 
School; the second for June 19 at 
Kingsway Regional High School; 
and the third will be held June 
26 at Washington Township 
High School. All of the meetings 
are scheduled for 7 p.m. 

The DVRPC has been 
conducting ongoing traffic move
ment studies of the road, which 
is one of the county's few east
west arteries - and a major 
preference of summertime 
shore-goers - resulting in heavy 
traffic congestion. Ward said that 
while the other meetings, held at 
a township's request, were aimed 
more toward a part of 322 
running through their particular 
area, these meetings are open to 

.anyone and everyone as a more 

generalized forum. 
"These (meeltings) are open to 

anybody," Ward said. "We'd like 
to discuss the input from the 
individual meetings, suggested 
solutions, and to give other 
people an opportunity who 

weren't able to attend the other 
meetings to listen to what has 
been said in the past and work 
out potential solutions." 

Ward said Romick will again 
be there to represent the county, 
and someone from the DOT will 
be present also to answer ques
tions. He said the DVRPC will 
most likely have a package 
prepared to hand out, containing 
both a matrix :that will identify 
solutions proffered by residents 
at past meetings and possibly a 
questionnaire that people can fill 
out on the spot or mail back to 
theDVRPC. 
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ElM.ep'c discusses Rte. 322 options 
'.!: .. ;,,, ...... ' " ~Diade,"saidSwedesboroMayor. taking of pro pert yused by resi- ments, and to mue strategic · .:~~~!:' , Dave Azzari. dences, farms and bu$inesses. intersection and operational 

, , .. , " " .... ... ; John. Ward, a planning . Woolwich resident JoAnn improvements on.Route 322 .. 
':?tnr4,~Ht\'!-l1 \ H,;.,,;) : ." .. ' commission representative, said 'Laughlin was opposed to the idea Ward said that traffic counts 
:'))Vl.O.Ql-WICH;TWP. - In the. the,Department of Transporta- .ofbuilding a new highway. "It on Route 322 are higher than 
· S8C(,)¥ o(~'r8gi9D8l meetings' tion decided to take suggestions will destroy what is left of our any other road in the county that 
~. fI.Qli!rl~ public input, The Dela-: . and strategies from municipal farmland and open space." the commission studied. Ward 
.wlP:~~V~le~Regional,Planning' authorities and the public before Some of the other options said the commission found that 
, .CoJDtnissionl,;here 'presented, a engineers drafted a formal plan. presented were to widen Route 24,000 cars passed through a 
: n~~r o( ,trategies to improve " The DOT decided to ask for 322 and construct a bypass traffic 'count on Route 322 
,·.tr8ftic.!f1o\V;.through the c;,~ss- iDput before coming up with a around Mullica Hill, to spread between Route 130 and ·Inter
.. county ~t-west corridor. , formal plan because the public traffic among existing roads state 295 one Friday during the 
, "'The input from the public "will furor created over the Turnpike through intersection improve- summer. 
be !iocuqlented" and used to Authority's bypass plan last 

· m~e ~~e <: c~lDlJI~i~Bion's; fmal,,"year, Ward said.·'· . 
recommendations to the Depart- '" ;, "The DOT is staying back and 
ment of Transportation, said asking, 'What do you want~' " 
John Ward, a commission repra- Ward said. "The last time the 

· sentative.'" , DOT said they were going to 
After the commission makes its come down and do something 

recommendations, the DOT will (without getting input from the 
chart,' ai, formal plan for the public) they got kicked out." 
~corrido:f, he said .. , . A representative from the DOT 
. Some of the· members at the could not attend Wednesday's 
meeting said they were tired of meeting, Ward said. . , 
talking about the situation and • But CharleS Romick, director of 
wanted a definitive plan to fix the county Planning Depart
cong~sti~n; In0bility and safety ment, was in attendance. "We 
problems.throughouUhe coiTido~ didn't want to do it that way," he 
:, ., ;·,~p~¢if1.,~b:~:~u,i~·. 322,:' the' said, referfing t~ 't~~ Turnpike 
,0111y hig~\Vay' which ~s' east ro. Authority plan that "did. not 
wes~ ,thrOugh the county.' inClude any input from the 
i.; ~ay "J.,qliva ','of Rich~ood ,public."'" ' 
descr~bed' 'the meeting .as a Ward presenterl'14 strategies 
"was~, of time" and "lip service," at the meeting. All were sugges
because, he said, nothing is ever tions brought up either by citi
resolved at the meetings. " zens 'or authorities at' previous 

Richwood resident Dave municipal meetings,he said; 
rD~~inne. agreed., ,"We're still, .. Among the strategies was an 
i,talking about the situation, option which called for the 
. that's why people are irritated," . construction of a new highway 
ihe said.... " .' ' ~.', ,',; ,that might improve east-west 
:i " ... '... '. ' .: 1 traffic, flow and reduce conges-
,( !'\V eve got to have some kind of tion on Route 322 Ward said 
';lea~ers~ip.Th~s has ~een go~g:,-~Some of, the drawbacks of th~ 
.on for ; flv!,', years and. ,!lll: option, he said, are its extremely 
~~~ntID~e to go unless a declluon ' high cost· and the potential 
'.1 



Solution 
sought for 

oute 322 
traffic woes 
By JEREMY KOHLER 
Cow1er-Post Staff 

HARRISON - Mullica Hill may be 
the gem of Gloucester County but t.!y 
driving through 01'1 II Sunday night in 
July. 
'. Invuiably, the main drag, Route 
'322. will be choked with traffic, mostly 
Pennsylvania drivers beading home 
from the Jersey Sbore. 
. Out-or-state driven use Route 322 

as Ii short.cut between the Commodore 
Barry Bridge and Route 55 or the 
AtlAntic City Expressway. 
-. On Monday, Mark Roth, a planner 
from the Delaware Valley Regional 
Planning Commission. met with 130 
HW80n residents to discuss bow to uae the highway's traffic problema. 
.Most of the residents attending live in 
Mullica Hill, a quaint village known for 
ita antiques ahops. 

Reaidents told Roth they want the 
• te to build Ii bypu6 to eallEl the 
ti:affic. 
;. "SundaY night from the Commodore 
'Barry Bridge to Glalls'boro it is bumper 
to bumper," said Sally Murphy, who 
livee on the highway. 
~':.: The state and county jointly hired 
lb"e commisaion in 1993 to Gtudy 
~ternate routBJI. The DVRPC had 
alre.dy held meetinp with residents of 
Woolwich and South Hamson. The 
jltudy is independent of the New Jersey 
!fumpike Authority plan proposing a 
four-lane bypass. That. plan was aban· 
doned In March 1995 after massive 
I>Ublic opposition. 
. Hamson residents told Roth they 
~8nt. the state to build 11 new highway 
from t.he bridge to the Expressway. 
- "We need a new road with limited 

'access - Ii 295-type of road," said Dsve 
Dantinoe. who also lives on Route 322. 

The commission will finish its 

Please see ROUTE 3,22, F'lIge u. 
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Route 322/sol~tion sought 
for traffic troubles in Glauco 
Comlnued from ~ . lA 

report by IINmDlel' and submit it 
to the Department of Transporta
tion, which will decide where tc 
make road improvements. 

W m:I Aid the COllmnis8ion will 
seek a conllenlUIl at three more 
"regional." meetings by June -

. probably in WoolWich, Hauri.on 
and Monroe. 

In earlier meetings, residents 
of Woolwich Gel South HwlOD 
have 8Ugeeted remedies that 
would push traffic into a neigh
boriDi commu!lity. DOted senior 

plumer JOM D. Ward. 
For m!llunt:e, Woolwich relli

dente IIUgeSt.ed directing traffic 
onto other roade, auch u RoutAl 
538 through South. HarrillOn. But 
South HsrriIOO residents favored 
keeping the bulk of the tramc on 
Route 822, Ward said in 111'1 
interview Nrlier Monday . 

"The. real. issue for thelle 
mumcipalitil1l8 is to realize it's 
not juat & municipal. issue, ~ Ward 
aaiel. "Eaat-weet trlllv.l is e coun
tywide issue. There will have to 
be acme give MId take." 



Efforts continue to improve satety a~o 
By BERNIE WEISENFELD 
Courier-Post Staff 

HARRISON - Just before Labor Day 
weekend last year, Nick Herman had a 
hankering for some apples from a produce 
stand across Route 322 from his home in 
Cider Press Estates. 

Slowed a bit by a new knee joint on that 
Thursday morning, he walked across the 
busy country road, which is often jammed 
in the summer by shorebound traffic from 
North Jersey and Pennsylvania, and 
bought a basket of apples. But he never got 
to enjoy them. 

While crossing back, Herman, 80, was 
hit and critically injured by a 75-year-old 
woman headed to a campground from 
Middlesex County. She apparently did not 
see him over a rise in Route 322 a8 it 
approaches Mullica Hill, a qJuaint antique 
store haven. 

Herman died a week later and the 
accident prompted his daughter to cam
paign to make state Route 322 safer. 
Herman lived with his daughter, Betty 
Palm, lit Cider Press. 

Along with a neighbor, Betty Palm's 
letter-writing campaign to the state Trans
l)()rtation Department got III lower speed 
limit sign posted for the road. Instead of 50 
mph, it's now 45. 

But Palm is not satisfied. She wants the 

limit reduced to 35 mph, sidewalks built 
into Mum"a Hill and the rise in Route 322 
cut down. 

"They say it's going to cost too much" to 
lower the road three or four feet, she said. 

Palm has been joined in her Route 322 
campaign by a variety of residents and 
agencies including the New Jersey Turn
pike Authority, the owner of a Mullica Hill 
bookstore, the management of a· Logan 
business park and the Delaware Valley 
Regional Planning Commission. 

But while Betty Palm won a minor 
victory in getting the speed limit lowered 
on Route 322, the larger traffic problems of 
an often· overloaded, two-lane road endure. 
And they worsen every Bummer on the 
route leading from the Commodore Barry 
Bridge, across Gloucester County, and into 
Atlantic City. 

"It's a huge, huge problem," said Sally 
Murphy, owner of Murphy's Loft bookstore 
in Mullica Hill. "And 1I0body understands' 
why something isn't being,done." ::~!( 

A proposal to build a neW bypass roa!!,. 
the most ambitious solution for Route 322:
was beaten back by community resistance. 
Three alternate routes were proposed to 
connect the Turnpike, which has an exit 
on Route 322, with the Atlantic City 
Expressway in Washington Township. 

Please see ROUTE 322. Page 5a 
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;ontlnued from P,age 18 can stop traffic for nearly a day. the 
But many county residents didn't like officer said. 

my of the routes. Why take farms and Liherty Property Trust, owner of the 
IOUSt'S to make it easier for Pennsylva- inclustrial park on the curve, is now 
lian~ (0 ~peed to Atla:Jtic City'! That negotiating with the slale to turn over 

was the question shouted by hundreds of enough land to straighten out the road. 
Gloucester County residents at hearings Dutka said. 
on several bypass routes offered by the Straightening out the rest of Route 
Turnpike authority last year. 322 will he tougher, concedes John 

Others in bypass· impacted towns like Ward, traffic planner for the Delaware 
Washington Township contended that Valley Regional Planning Commission. 
some of the hea'lY traffic is homegrown, The commission held a series of 
coming out of the increasing number of information·gathering meetings last 
housing developments on Route 322 in spring, asking residents for their solu
Harrison Township. lions. It will present them sometime this 

Bookstore owner Murphy, a pro-by- fall to the county mayors association and 
pass organizer, blames the opposition on the state Transportation Department, 
politicking by Washington Township Ward said. 
resiclent Mary Vi,rginia Weber, who then Unlike the Turnpike authority, "we 
ran successfully for the county freeholcler had nothing on the drawing board. We 
board last November. were coming out asking for input," said 

"I don't want to 'say we've given up," Ward. 
Murphy said. "But I think we realize we Ideas ranged from the ridiculous -
are powerless." closing Commoclore Barry Bridge - to 

Weber maintains her objections were the roundabout - cliverting traffic onto 
legitimate. "It was absolutely destroying Route 538, another country road from 
neighborhoods 8,nd towns lind it was Swedesboro to Route 322 in Monroe. 
ridiculous," she said. Some suggested widening Route 322, 

So the plans were shelved in March Ward said. • 
1995. ·People wanted this thing to go Other suggestion.~; impose a road 
away,"- concluded state transportation improvement tax on Barry bridge users, 
commissioner Frank Wilson, Ii member or build a road that loops around 
of the Turnpike authority. , Mullica Hill, where traffic bottlenecks 

But the caravans of cars and trucks on weekends as antique buffs and beach 
from Memorial Day to Labor Day bums jam the road where Route 322 
haven't gone away. In the Cider Press joins the town's Main Street. 
development on Friday night, Saturday Some suggestions" such as the loop, 
morning and Sunday night all summer, were good, Ward said. But time is the 
there is only o~le answer for residents enemy, he added. 
who need to run all errand or pick. up a "The problem is the development 
youngster, that's occurring in the Harrison Town-

"You don't," siaid Betty Palm. "Unless ship-Mullica Hill ar.ea. It's prime right 
there is a nice guy on the road that lets' now for residential development. And 
you out_" , . sreas that may hold ,m corridor for a new 

"There has, been, a steady ill crease in road are starting to fill up." 
traffic for the last four or five years," said Nor is the state Transportation 
Logan deputy Police Chief Bill Dutka, Department, which commi,ssioned 
who make&, liberal use of back roads Ward's report, in a hurry to fix the road. 
during the summer. ". have to go two "The big thing iE, New Jersey DOT 
miles, I'll drive 10," he said. would like to see some kind of support 

Dutka traces the volume of vehicles for improvements that, are recom
on Route 322 to· completion of the mended," said Ward. Unlike the Turn
Pennsylvania "Blue Route" highway pike authority, "they're not going to want 
from the C,ommodore Barry Bridge to to come (lut here to South Jersey, to do 
King of. Prullsia;" Fa. The effect, in New: something and get bashed in the head by 
Jersey wasn't: anticipated; he said. the locals. They don't want to pour' 
• Some of die' traffic· never geta past, something dowll the throats, of the 
Muhlbaier's cufjie",i sharp, hidden !>end locals." e •• , ••• ' 

in Route·.32~· in front of an induettiai. Sally Murphy has her"own solution. 
"park. DutkiPsaid;, SinCe'· 1971.," 200 . She plans to buy a ~'acation home down 
accidents have,been·tepO,rted.there., 0, nly:;~outh and doaeher' ~ul}ica.:~iU>book 
~wo we!'6_f!.4!liJ~ut'ljn o\1eriurned truck ~re for the sl'mme~._. ' ," , ... 






